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Weekly Internet Parsha Sheet 

 

In My Opinion  

O! JERUSALEM 

 

The Jewish people and the world generally were witness this past 

week to yet another fulfillment of a biblical prophecy. The prophet 

said that a day will come when all of the nations – or at least a sizable 

portion of them – will attack Jerusalem and attempt to dislodge the 

Jewish people from their capital city and its holy environs. 128 

nations voted for a UN General Assembly resolution denying the right 

of Israel and the Jewish people to claim Jerusalem as its capital. 

  

Among the nations that voted for this resolution were the usual 

culprits – dictators, slaveholders, warmongers and many others of this 

ilk. And naturally the hypocritical democracies of Europe never have 

been able to overcome their anti-Jewish bias, developed over centuries 

of persecution and discrimination against Jews  also supported this 

nefarious resolution. 

  

There were countries, led by the United States of America, who voted 

against the resolution and spoke up about its bias and impracticality. 

In the long view of history those nations who defended Jewish rights 

eventually were blessed for their wisdom and kindness. The United 

States of America is the world's leading democracy and with all of its 

warts and faults remains a shining beacon of fairness and opportunity 

for individuals all over the world. 

  

Supporting Israel's claim to Jerusalem is just simply choosing right 

over wrong and realistic history over illusory plans and policies. The 

United States committed its error in supporting an anti-Israel 

resolution last year under the Obama administration. And it made 

good on its policy of long-standing to protect Israel from these 

continued efforts by the United Nations to undermine its sovereignty 

and territorial integrity. 

  

There is no use arguing this matter logically or even realistically. It 

matters little to the world that Jerusalem, for the first time in many 

centuries, is free for worship to all faiths and peoples. It also matters 

little that Israel has all of its government offices located in Jerusalem 

and that Israel as a sovereign nation has long chosen Jerusalem to be 

its capital. None of this matters because it is not so much that the 

world wants Jerusalem – after all it was a wasteland and backwater 

location for many centuries whether under Christian or Moslem rule – 

it is simply that the world does not want the Jews to have Jerusalem. 

  

There is absolutely no logical explanation for this position but there it 

is anyway. The terrible virus of anti-Semitism affects all attitudes and 

positions regarding the state of Israel and certainly regarding 

Jerusalem. I certainly agree that there are religious difficulties for both 

the Christian and Moslem worlds regarding the status of Jerusalem as 

being a Jewish city and the capital of the state of Israel. However just 

as portions of the Christian clergy and Moslem nations have learned to 

live with the reality of the existence of the state of Israel – itself a 

religious difficulty to the theology of these faiths – so too I am 

confident that they will be able to adjust to the fact that Jerusalem is 

the capital of the Jewish state. Reality eventually affects beliefs and 

previously held opinions, even those that were once represented as 

being sacred and immutable. 

  

The city of Jerusalem itself is thriving as perhaps never before in its 

long and turbulent history. The population is at an all-time high and 

every neighborhood in the city is experiencing new construction and 

refurbishment. The light rail system has proven to be a success and the 

good old green Egged buses are still plying their routes more or less in 

an orderly fashion and on a scheduled timeline. 

  

The city has enjoyed an economic upturn and its government has 

improved many of the services, quietly and without boastful fanfare. 

The Arab citizens of Jerusalem – they are a little more than 30% of 

the population here - enjoy a standard of living and opportunity 

unmatched anywhere else in the Middle East. Yet, this means nothing 

regarding the attitude of much of the world as far as Israel and 

Jerusalem is concerned. 

  

The United Nations resolution, shameful as it is, is nevertheless 

nonbinding and non-enforceable. It is another one of the paper 

propaganda victories that the Palestinian Authority revels in, which 

brings them no closer to a state of their own, which by now most of us 

suspect they really don't want anyway. Jerusalem was supposed to be 

a bargaining chip to extract greater concessions from Israel on any 

final agreement. Somehow that chip may now be lost and no longer in 

play. 

Shabbat shalom 

Berel Wein 

 

 

Weekly Parsha - VAYECHI  

 

The Torah in this week's reading records for us the end of the Egypt of 

our patriarchs and matriarchs. The era ends on a note of serenity, 

family harmony and bountiful success. The Jewish family is enjoying 

the best that the Egyptian civilization and economy could offer. 

However, nothing in human life that is physical is permanent. 

  

In a century or more, all of this goodness and security will disappear, 

to be replaced by slavery, idolatry and the crushing of the Jewish spirit 

and body. Yaakov is aware through the divine spirit that has been 

restored to him that difficult times will come to visit his descendants. 

Yosef is also well aware that there are bad years ahead. In effect, he is 

reliving the interpretation of the dreams of Pharaoh that catapulted 

him to greatness and power. 

  

There will be a period of good years for his children and 

grandchildren in Egypt but they will be followed by years of 

persecution and slavery. So much so that the good years will be 

forgotten and only the bitter memories  will remain and be etched in 

the Jewish psyche forever. 

  

However, he promises his family that they will be redeemed and 

restored to the national and spiritual greatness, and that when that 

happens they should remove his remains from Egypt and bring him 

home with them to the land of Israel. This poignant request marks the 

defining final moment of the era of our patriarchs and matriarchs. It 

becomes the symbol for all later generations… that no matter how 

dark the night of exile may be, eventually we will all return home to 

our promised land – even the bones of the dead will be brought back. 

  

The Egyptians thought that they would hold the Jewish people in 

eternal slavery and that the bones of Joseph could be held as hostage 

to Jewish attempts to leave Egypt. They embalmed him, placed his 

remains in a lead casket and in true mafia style, sank it in the Nile 

River. 

  

The Egyptians were not willing to let Joseph go, just as the Ukrainians 

today are not willing to let the remains of Rav Nachhman of Breslov 

leave Uman. After all, without Umann there really is very little tourist 

industry active in today's Ukraine. How ironic it is that the Ukraine 

with its bloody history of anti-Semitism and Jewish persecution for 

century’s, profits from the grave of a very Jewish leader and holy 

man! But I digress. 

  

Joseph's interpretations of the dreams of Pharaoh are meant to give us 

an insight into the progression of Jewish history throughout the ages. 

Even when we forgot what our homeland looked like, when we felt 

like we wanted to go home, we always knew where that home was 

located. Even when others lived in our home we still believed that the 

bones of Joseph and those of his descendants would guide us to our 

true home. 

  

This perhaps the greatest legacy that Jacob and Joseph have left us 

and for all future generations. Both Jacob and Joseph still live. 
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Shabbat shalom 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

 

 

Parshat Vayechi (Genesis 47:28-50:26) 

Rabbi Shlomo Riskin 

 

Efrat, Israel — “And when the days of mourning for Jacob were over, 

Joseph spoke to the house of Pharaoh saying, ‘If now I have found 

favor in your eyes, speak, I pray you, in the ears of Pharaoh, saying, 

My father made me swear, and he declared: I am dying. In my grave 

that I have dug for myself in the land of Canaan, there shall you bury 

me…’” [Gen. 50:4-5]. 

 

Why does the normally flashy, confident Grand Vizier of Egypt make 

such a meek request to Pharaoh to bury his father in his family’s 

ancestral homeland? Does the number two figure in the most powerful 

nation on earth, who undoubtedly confers with the king on a daily 

basis, need an appointment to see the monarch? 

 

Why is he forced to traverse through the usual hierarchy of 

gatekeepers through whom only junior staff and guests must pass? For 

that matter, why does the Torah even go to the trouble of reporting the 

process by which Joseph makes this apologetic petition? 

 

Rabbi Ovadia Seforno (16th Century Italy) explains that in this 

particular instance, court etiquette prevented Joseph from making his 

request personally of Pharaoh because he was dressed in mourning 

clothes (and was presumably in need of a haircut and shave). 

However, Jewish law dictates that whatever one has to do in order to 

properly bury one’s dead is permissible. Joseph certainly could have 

made himself presentable had his external appearance posed a 

problem, especially since his request was to properly bury his father in 

the Land of Israel! 

 

In contrast, Rabbi David Pardo (18th Century Italy, Sarajevo and 

Jerusalem), author of Maskil l’David, maintains that a careful reading 

of the verse indicates a change in Joseph’s status. His sudden loss of 

access could well be a warning of new palace tremors that would 

eventually erupt into the enslavement of his descendants. Joseph 

seems to have been demoted. 

 

I would like to suggest another explanation. Perhaps the obsequious 

manner in which Joseph must arrange to have his request brought 

before Pharaoh is not to shed light on a change in Joseph’s political 

position, but rather to emphasize the delicate nature of this particular 

petition itself. In other words, it serves as a moment of truth for 

Joseph as well as for Jews of every generation. Permit me to explain. 

 

Joseph has reached the top of the social ladder in Egypt. He speaks 

Egyptian, dresses as an Egyptian, is referred to by an Egyptian name 

(Tzafenat-Pane’ach), and is married to a native Egyptian. From slave 

to prime minister, Joseph has certainly lived out the great Egyptian 

dream. Now, however, he is forced to face the precariousness and 

vulnerability of his position. 

 

Ordinarily a person wants to be buried in his own homeland, where 

his body will become part of the earth to which he feels most deeply 

connected. Indeed, in the ancient world, the most critical right of 

citizenship was the right of burial. Jacob wisely understands that 

Pharaoh expects Joseph to completely identify with Egypt, to bring up 

generations of faithful and committed Egyptians in return for all that 

his adopted country has given to him. But this is impossible for Jacob, 

and the patriarch hopes that it would also be impossible for his 

children and grandchildren. 

 

True, they were in Egypt, but they were not of Egypt. They might 

contribute to Egyptian society and the economy, but they could never 

truly become Egyptians. Jacob understands that his burial in Canaan 

would be the greatest test of Joseph’s career, and would define the 

character of his descendants forever. Hence, he makes his sons 

solemnly swear not to bury him in Egypt [ibid., 49:29-32]. 

 

Joseph, too, understands that Pharaoh would be shocked at the 

request, a petition expressing the Hebrew’s rejection of the world’s 

greatest superpower. Indeed, it is such a difficult and sensitive matter 

that Joseph cannot face his patron, Pharaoh, directly with it. 

 

At that moment, Joseph understands an even deeper truth: neither he 

nor his progeny will ever ultimately identify with Egypt. If he, his 

brothers, his children and grandchildren were to make the choice to 

live as Jews, with their own concepts of life and death, they would 

never be accepted and would likely be persecuted. It is this realization 

in the aftermath of Jacob’s death that can be seen as the beginning of 

the slavery of the Israelites [Rashi to Gen. 47:28]. 

 

In Egypt, Joseph’s kinsmen may have everything: Goshen Heights 

and Goshen Green, progeny and patrimony. But as long as they are 

determined to remain Jews – to live as Jews and to die as Jews – 

servitude and persecution are never far off. They may rejoice in their 

preferred Egyptian status, where “they took possession of it and were 

fruitful and multiplied exceedingly” [ibid., 47:27], but they can never 

pause to enjoy this good fortune. 

 

The realization upon Jacob’s death of the transient and illusory nature 

of their good fortune comes upon them inexorably and imperceptibly, 

as in the blink of an eye. Such is the ultimate fate of the Jewish People 

in every exile. The roller-coaster experience in Egypt, foretelling 

future exiles, teaches that we have just one true national home, Israel, 

where we can fully live the ideals of the Torah and serve as a model 

nation for all the peoples of the earth! 

Shabbat Shalom 

 

  

What it takes to forgive 

Former Chief Rabbi Lord Sacks 

 

LIFE-CHANGING IDEA #12: Judaism allows us to inhabit a culture 

of grace and hope. If we work hard enough on ourselves, we can be 

forgiven. 

  

Joseph forgives. That, as I have argued before, was a turning point in 

history. For this was the first recorded act of forgiveness in literature. 

 

It is important here to make a key distinction between forgiveness, 

which is characteristic of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, and the 

appeasement of anger, which is a human universal. People are 

constantly harming others, who then become angry, indignant and 

“disrespected.” If the offender does nothing to turn away their wrath, 

they will take revenge. 

 

Revenge is one way of restoring the social order, but it is a very costly 

and dangerous one because it can lead to a circle of retaliation that has 

no natural stopping point,[1] One of my family offends one of your 

family (think of Montagues and Capulets, or Corleones and 

Tattaglias), so one of your family takes revenge, which one of my 

family must retaliate for the sake of family honour, and so it goes, 

sometimes for generations. The cost is often so great that it is in 

everyone’s interest to find a way of stopping the cycle. That is 

universal. It exists in every human group, and some non-human ones 

as well.[2] 

 

 

Joseph forgiving his brothers is the first recorded act of forgiveness in 

literature. 

The general way of bringing this kind of conflict to an end is what the 

ancient Greeks called sungnome, often translated as “forgiveness,” but 

which actually – as David Konstan shows in his masterly study, 

Before Forgiveness [3] – means something like pardon, appeasement, 

a willingness to make allowances, or accept an excuse, or grant an 

indulgence. The end result is that the victim forgoes revenge. The 

offender does not atone. Instead he or she makes some kind of plea in 

mitigation: I couldn’t help it; it wasn’t that bad; it’s human nature; I 
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was carried away. In addition the offender must show, in words or 

body language, some form of humility or submission. 

 

One classic example in the Torah is Jacob’s conduct toward Esau 

when they meet again after more than twenty years, during which time 

Jacob had been away in the home of Laban. He knew that Esau felt 

wronged by him and had declared his intention to take revenge after 

their father Isaac had died. That is why Jacob fled in the first place. 

When they meet again, Jacob does not mention the earlier incident. 

But he does attempt to appease[4] Esau by sending him an enormous 

gift of livestock, and by abasing himself, bowing down to him seven 

times, and calling him “my lord,” and himself “your servant.” For his 

part, Esau does not mention the earlier episode, whether because he 

had forgotten it, or it no longer rankled with him, or because he was 

mollified by Jacob’s self-abasement. This was not remorse and 

forgiveness, but submission and appeasement. 

 

What Joseph does toward his brothers is different. When he first 

reveals himself to them, he says, “And now, do not be distressed and 

do not be angry with yourselves for selling me here, because it was to 

save lives that God sent me ahead of you” (Gen. 45:5). This sounds 

like forgiveness, but, as this week’s parsha makes clear, it is not 

necessarily so. The word “forgiveness” is not used. And the brothers 

may well have assumed that, as in the case of Esau, Joseph intended to 

take revenge but not during the lifetime of their father. That is what 

provokes the drama at the end of this week’s parsha: 

 

When Joseph’s brothers saw that their father was dead, they said, 

“What if Joseph holds a grudge against us and pays us back for all the 

wrongs we did to him?”  So they sent word to Joseph, saying, “Your 

father left these instructions before he died: ‘This is what you are to 

say to Joseph: Please forgive [sa] your brothers’ wrong and the sin 

they committed in treating you so badly.’ Now please forgive the sins 

of the servants of the God of your father.” (Gen. 50:15-17) 

 

This was Joseph’s response: 

Joseph said to them, “Don’t be afraid. Am I in the place of God? You 

intended to harm me, but God intended it for good to accomplish what 

is now being done, the saving of many lives. So then, don’t be afraid. 

I will provide for you and your children.” And he reassured them and 

spoke kindly to them. (Gen. 50:19-21) 

This is forgiveness. Joseph does not use the word, but he makes it 

clear that he foregoes all thought of revenge. What is happening here 

and why did it not happen in other cultures? This is one of the most 

fascinating features of Judaism, and why it eventually made such a 

difference to the world. 

 

Note what has to happen for forgiveness to be born. First, Joseph 

engages in an elaborate plan, hiding his identity, to make sure the 

brothers were capable of remorse and atonement. This happens on 

their first encounter in Egypt, when he accuses them of being spies, 

and they say in his presence – not knowing that he could understand 

them – “Surely we are guilty because of our brother. We saw how 

distressed he was when he pleaded with us for his life, but we would 

not listen; that’s why this distress has come upon us” (Gen. 42:21). 

They know they have done wrong. They acknowledge their guilt. 

 

Second, Joseph arranges a trial that will test whether Judah., the 

brother who proposed selling him into slavery in the first place, is 

indeed a changed person. He has Benjamin brought before him on a 

false charge, and is about take him as his slave when Judah intervenes 

and offers to become a slave in his place so that Benjamin can go free. 

This is what the sages and Maimonides defined as complete 

repentance, that is, you have so changed that you are now a different 

person. These two elements tell us what has changed in the brothers so 

that they, the wrongdoers, can be forgiven. 

 

There is a change in Joseph too, as we noted in last week’s Covenant 

and Conversation. He has reframed his life, so that the entire story of 

his relationship with his brothers has now become utterly secondary to 

the drama of Divine providence that is still unfolding. As he explains: 

“You intended to harm me, but God intended it for good.” This is 

what allows the victim, Joseph, to forgive. 

 

These, though, are details. What is absolutely fundamental is that 

Judaism represents, for the first time in history, a morality of guilt 

rather than shame. In the past we’ve explored some of the elements 

that made it possible. Earlier this year we spoke of the difference 

between tradition-directed cultures and – what the call to Abraham 

initiates – inner-directed ones. Tradition-directed individuals, when 

they break the rules, feel shame. Inner-directed personalities feel guilt. 

 

We also spoke about the difference between cultures of the eye and of 

the ear. Visual cultures are almost always shame cultures. Shame is 

what you feel when you imagine other people seeing what you are 

doing. The first instinct when you feel shame is to try to hide or to 

wish you were invisible.[5] In cultures of hearing, however, morality 

is represented by an inner voice, the voice of guilt that you cannot 

hide from even if you are invisible to the world. 

 

The key difference between the two is that in shame cultures, 

wrongdoing is like a stain on the person. Hence the only way to be 

rehabilitated is to have the stain covered up somehow (the meaning, as 

we noted, of the verb k-p-r). You do this by placating the victim of 

your wrong so that in effect he “turns a blind eye” to what you did. 

His resentment, indignation and desire for revenge have been 

appeased. 

 

In guilt cultures, however, there is a fundamental distinction between 

the person and his or her acts. It was the act that was wrong, not the 

person. That is what makes forgiveness possible. I forgive you 

because, when you admit you did wrong, express remorse and do all 

you can to make amends, especially when I see that, given the 

opportunity (as was Judah) to repeat the crime you do not do so 

because you have changed, then I see that you have distanced yourself 

from your deed. Forgiveness means I fundamentally reaffirm your 

worth as a person, despite the fact that we both know your act was 

wrong.[6] 

 

Forgiveness exists in righteousness-and-guilt cultures. It does not exist 

in honour-and-shame cultures like those of ancient Greece and pre-

Christian Rome. 

 

Contemporary culture in the West, often thought by secularists to be 

morally superior to the ethics of the Hebrew Bible, is in fact – for 

good or bad – a regression to pre-Christian Greece and Rome. That is 

why, nowadays, people who are found to have done wrong are 

publicly shamed. Examples are not necessary: they abound in every 

day’s news. In a shame culture, the main thing to do is not to be found 

out, because once you are, there is no way back. There is no place in 

such a culture for forgiveness. At best you seek to appease. As in 

ancient Greece, the culprit argues, “I couldn’t help it; it wasn’t that 

bad; it’s human nature; I was carried away.” They undergo some ritual 

of self-abasement. Eventually they hope, not that people will forgive 

but that they will forget. This is an ugly kind of culture. 

 

Which is why Judaism remains the eternal alternative. What matters is 

not outward appearances but the inner voice. And when we do wrong, 

as we all do, there is a way forward: to confess, express remorse, 

atone, make amends, and, like Judah, change. To know that however 

wrong our deeds, “the soul You gave me is pure,” and that if we work 

hard enough on ourselves, we can be forgiven, is to inhabit a culture 

of grace and hope. And that is a life-changing idea. 
Shabbat Shalom 
[1] Rene Girard, in Violence and the Sacred, argues that religion was born in 

the attempt to find a way to stop cycles of retaliation and revenge. 

[2] See Frans de Waal, Peacemaking among primates, Harvard University 
Press, 1989. 

[3] David Konstan, Before Forgiveness: the origins of a moral idea, 

Cambridge University Press, 2010. 
[4] Note that the word Jacob uses to himself (Gen. 32:21) comes from the verb 

k-p-r which will later be used in Leviticus to mean atonement, and is the 

source of the phrase Yom Kippur. It means literally to “cover over.” It is what 
Noah does when he covers the ark with pitch (Gen. 6:14). It also means a 
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ransom (Num. 35:32) such as might be paid to compensate a family for the 
murder of one of its members, something forbidden in Jewish law. 

[5] That is what, I suggest, was at stake in the Garden of Eden, which is all 

about shame and hiding. Adam and Eve followed their eyes rather than their 
ears. 

[6] Note that in certain cultures, forgiveness is not held to require remorse, 

atonement and the like. Maimonides himself says (Hilkhot Deot 6:9) that if you 
regard the person who wronged you as incapable of handling criticism, then 

you may forgive him unilaterally. Note however that this kind of forgiveness 

does not signal that you reaffirm the moral worth of the person you forgive. To 
the contrary, you regard him as beneath contempt. Judaism seems always to 

have known this. The Christian theologian who understood it best was Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer, who called it, “cheap grace.” 
Rabbi Dr. Sacks was Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of the 

Commonwealth 199-2013 and a member of the House of Lords since 2009. 
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Observing a Colorful Lifestyle 

By Rabbi Yirmiyohu Kaganoff 

 

With the several references in the parsha to wine and grapes, I 

thought an article dealing with some practical grape skin problems 

might be in order. 

 

Question #1: 

Are there any non-kosher food colorings? 

 

Question #2: 

Why would a hechsher insist on a recall of a product? 

 

Quiz Question #1, or Question #3: 

How can a non-kosher ingredient be noticeable, and yet the finished 

product is kosher? 

 

At one point in my life, when I worked as a kashrus supervisor, I 

made a surprise inspection of a company that produced juice drinks – 

let’s call it Generic Juices, Incorporated. I was surprised to discover 

that the plant was not following the instructions it had received from 

its hechsher and was bottling beverages containing enocianina, a 

coloring derived from grape skins. This product was not on the list of 

approved ingredients, and for good reason, as I will explain shortly. 

The kashrus concerns involved now created a serious problem for the 

hechsher, the company, and most of all, the unsuspecting consumer. 

Before discussing what happened, I must present the halachic issues 

involved. 

 

THE FOOD COLORING INDUSTRY 

 

Whether we like it or not, many of our foods are colored with a host 

of coloring agents. Some are derived from food items, such as beets, 

berries, sugar (caramel coloring), turmeric and annatto, whereas others 

are derived from inedible materials whose sources most consumers 

would prefer to ignore. Although processing colorants can 

compromise the kashrus of the finished product, few food colors are 

themselves obtained from non-kosher materials. However, there are 

two common food pigments that originate from non-kosher 

substances: One is carmine red, also called cochineal, which is a very 

common color used to color fruits, yogurts, juice drinks, maraschino 

cherries and more. Cochineal is extracted from an insect that is native 

to South America. A closely related dye color, kermes, is a shade of 

scarlet derived from scale insects, which may have been the source of 

the tolaas shani dye used in the Mishkan and Beis Hamikdash. We 

should note that the Hebrew word tola’as, which is usually translated 

worm, may include insects and other small invertebrates. Thus, it may 

indeed be that the tola’as of the verse is a scale insect that produces a 

red dye. 

 

The verse (Yeshayah 1:18), “if your sins will be like shanim, they will 

become as white as snow; though they be red as the tola, they will 

become white like wool,” clearly indicates that tola’as shani is a red 

color. On this basis, some authorities identify tola’as shani as kermes 

(see Radak to Divrei HaYamim II 2:6). One can rally support for this 

approach from the verse in Divrei HaYamim (II 3:14), which 

describes the paroches curtain as woven from techeiles, argaman, 

karmil, and butz, which is linen; whereas the Torah describes the 

paroches as made of techeiles, argaman, tola’as shani, and sheish, 

which is linen (Shemos 26:31). The words karmil and kermes 

certainly seem to be cognate. Similarly, the Rambam explains tola’as 

shani to mean “wool dyed with an insect” (Hilchos Klei HaMikdash 

8:13). Thus, karmil appears to be another word for tola’as shani. The 

ancients derived a red dye from the dried bodies of the species called 

Kermes ilices, which served as one of the most important pigments for 

thousands of years. As a matter of fact, the English word crimson 

derives from this ancient dye. 

 

(Without going into the subject in detail, it is appropriate to mention 

that some responsible rabbinic authorities rule that cochineal is 

kosher, since it comes from an inedible part of the insect. However, I 

am unaware of any major kashrus organization today that treats 

cochineal as kosher.) 

 

GRAPE SKIN EXTRACT 

 

The other common non-kosher source is called enocianina, 

colloquially often called simply eno, a red or purple natural food color 

derived from grape skin extract, and commonly used in beverages, 

fruit fillings and confections. After the juice has been squeezed out of 

the grapes, the remaining pulp is processed into a commercial coloring 

agent. Although one could produce kosher eno from kosher-processed 

grape skins, grape skin color available today is produced in non-

kosher facilities. After the grapes have been squeezed and the juice 

has been separated from the pulp, at which time they become subject 

to the halachos of stam yeinam, which means that they have probably 

become non-kosher. Thus, we assume that eno is not kosher. 

 

GENERIC JUICE DRINKS 

 

Unfortunately, when I discovered the problem, Generic Juices had 

already produced and shipped tons of product using either carmine or 

eno – and all of it bearing the kosher certification symbol on the label! 

Is the kashrus agency halachically required to insist on a recall of the 

product from the supermarket shelves? 

 

RECALL 

 

Companies hate having their products recalled, for technical reasons, 

because of the major expense involved, and because it is a public 

relations nightmare. On the other hand, if the product now in the 

marketplace is prohibited according to halacha, we must be concerned 

that a consumer may use the product, because he assumes that it is 

kosher! Although a recall is never a foolproof method, it is the best we 

can do to avoid people unwittingly consuming a non-kosher product. 

 

The policy of this particular hechsher was not to require a recall, 

unless the product could not be used even after the fact, bedei’evid. It 

was now the responsibility of the hechsher’s poskim to decide 

whether the product is prohibited after the fact, and, therefore, to 

require a recall, or whether bedei’evid the product is permitted. 

Although we would insist that all labels bearing the hechsher on this 

product be destroyed, or at least the kashrus symbol be obliterated, the 

hechsher would not require the product that had already been shipped 

to be recalled. (There would also need to be further clarification as to 

whether the hechsher would allow distribution of the product that had 

been labeled but was still in the company’s control.) 

 

Why should the finished product be kosher, if the colorant was not? 

 

The basis for this question follows: 

 

Coloring agents are used in very minute amounts. Indeed, when the 

Spaniards discovered carmine red, they sold the concentrated 

powdered pigment at a higher price per ounce than gold! Thus, the 

amount of coloring used to color a juice drink, maraschino cherry or 

strawberry-flavored yogurt is significantly less than the amount that 

we usually say is bateil (nullified) in a finished product. Although one 
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may never add treif product to a food and rely on its becoming bateil, 

if a non-kosher product was added inadvertently in minute quantities, 

the finished product is usually permitted. 

 

The primary criterion to determine whether the treif ingredient is 

bateil is: 

 

Can the non-kosher product be tasted, either because of its quantity or 

because it is a flavoring agent? 

 

In our instance, this test is passed with flying colors! None of these 

colors can be tasted in the finished product. 

 

However, there is, or might be, another criterion:  

 

Is the treif product noticeable? 

 

If one can see a treif ingredient floating inside a food, one may not 

consume the food without first removing the treif item. 

 

COLORS ARE NOTICEABLE 

 

The boldness of a color announces its existence. Can we say that a 

color is bateil when we see clear evidence of its existence? 

 

Several great halachic authorities discuss this question, reaching 

different conclusions. Indeed, some great authorities prohibit 

consumption of a product that was colored with a non-kosher colorant, 

precisely because one can notice the existence of the non-kosher 

ingredient (Pri Megadim, Mishbetzos Zahav 100:1; Minchas Kohen, 

Sefer Hataaroves 3:3, quoted by Darkei Teshuvah 102:30). According 

to this approach, all of the juice drinks mentioned must be recalled, 

since the color of the drink is noticeable and comes from a non-kosher 

ingredient. 

 

On the other hand, the Vilna Gaon argues that determining whether 

the food is kosher depends on whether one can taste the treif 

ingredient (Yoreh Deah 102:6). In our instance, although the color is 

noticeable, no one tastes the colorant, and, therefore, the finished 

product is permitted, assuming that the admixture was made in error. 

An earlier authority, the Minchas Yaakov (74:5), also espouses this 

position. 

 

According to this approach, we have answered our opening Quiz 

Question #3, which was: How can a non-kosher ingredient be 

noticeable, and yet the finished product is kosher? 

 

A COMPROMISE POSITION – IN WHOLE CLOTH 

 

Some authorities compromise between these two positions, comparing 

our question to a Gemara that discusses whether someone who stole 

dye and cloth and now returns the dyed fabric fulfills his mitzvah of 

returning what he stole. The Gemara rules that this depends on 

whether the dye is considered to still exist after it has been used, 

because its color is still noticeable (Bava Kamma 101a). Is the color 

on the cloth treated as if the dye itself still exists, or did the dye 

become bateil and no longer exists? If the dye no longer exists, then it 

was not returned, whereas if the dye still exists, then it was returned. 

 

That issue remains unsettled, and, therefore, halachically is considered 

an unsolved doubt, a safek (Shu’t HaRan #70). Based on this 

discussion, several prominent authorities contend that a colorant that 

may involve a Torah prohibition is prohibited as a safek d’oraysa, 

whereas one that involves only a rabbinic prohibition is permitted, 

since the ruling is that we are lenient in the case of an irresolvable 

issue germane to a rabbinic prohibition (Pri Chodosh, Yoreh Deah 

102:5; Chasam Sofer, quoted by Darkei Teshuvah 102:30).  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

By this time, I presume most readers want to know what the hechsher 

did. The deciding posek ruled in accordance with the last position 

mentioned, and contended that the carmine coloring might be 

prohibited min haTorah, and therefore the company must recall the 

beverages containing carmine. Since eno, the grape skin extract, 

involves only a rabbinic prohibition, he did not require the company 

to recall the items containing this ingredient, contending that, 

according to most authorities, the eno is considered nullified in the 

final mix. 

 

We should always pray that the food we eat fulfills all the halachos 

that the Torah commands with no controversial shaylos. 

 

 

Rav Shlomo Aviner 

  

Ha-Rav answers hundreds of text message questions a day.  Here's a 

sample: 

 

Groom Forgiven for Sins 

Q: I heard that a groom is forgiven for all of his sins on his wedding 

day.  Does this include transgressions between him and other people, 

or only transgressions between him and Hashem? 

A: He is only forgiven for sins against another person if he appeases 

that person and is forgiven by him.  Similarly, transgressions between 

him and Hashem are only forgiven if he performs Teshuvah.  I heard 

in the name of the Gerrer Rebbe, 'Imrei Emet', that one's wedding day 

is no more potent than Yom Kippur, and when one is forgiven for 

transgressions against Hashem if he performs Teshuvah and 

transgression against another person if he appeases him. 

  

Kashrut of a Non-Religious Jew 

Q: I have a non-religious relative.  He said that he will provide us with 

Kosher food.  Can I rely of him? 

A: On condition that 1. He knows the Halachot of Kashrut.  2. It is 

completely clear that he can be relied upon in this area (Shut Igrot 

Moshe, Yoreh Deah 1:54). 

  

Following One's Rav or Chief Rabbinate 

Q: Does one have to follow his Rav or the Chief Rabbinate? 

A: In personal matters - his Rav.  In matters regarding Klal Yisrael - 

the Chief Rabbinate.   

  

Working on Shabbat in Shabak (Israeli FBI) 

Q: Is it permissible to accept a job for the Shabak when I will have to 

work on Shabbat? 

A: Yes.  Whatever is permissible in Tzahal and the police force is also 

permissible in the Shabak. 

  

Our Land 

Q: What should I respond to a co-worker who claims that the Arabs 

should have part of Eretz Yisrael? 

A: 1. Hashem gave us this Land.  2. The Arabs have 22 countries with 

600 times more territory than the State of Israel, and there are 67 

Muslim countries with 3000 times more territory than the State of 

Israel. 

  

Place of Mourning 

Q: I have recently seen a new custom to sit Shiva not in the house of 

the deceased but rather in a public building, i.e. a Shul.  Is this 

permissible? 

A: It is permissible in an extenuating circumstance, such as if the 

house is over-crowded.  Kol Bol Al Avelut p. 262.  Tzeror Ha-Chaim 

p. 93.  

  

Getting Rid of Mice 

Q: Is there a Segulah to hang a picture of a specific Tzadik in order to 

rid one's home of mice? 

A: It has no value. 

  

Aiding One who Committed a Crime 

Q: A person committed a crime and is now in prison.  Is it a Mitzvah 

to help pay for his lawyer? 
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A: No.  On the contrary, he should be punished.  This is true unless he 

is being unjustly punished (Shut Igrot Moshe, Yoreh Deah 3:35.  An 

observant Jew once came to the yeshiva to speak to Ha-Rav Moshe 

Feinstein and explained that his son was in prison for selling drugs, 

and he wanted Reb Moshe to write a letter to the judge asking to have 

mercy on his son.  Reb Moshe harshly said to him: "Your son causes 

people to be sick and hurts them.  Let him sit in prison!"  The father 

tried over and over again to convince Reb Moshe, but he in no way 

agreed to sign such a letter, and added that his actions were against the 

laws of the country, which are not forfeited.  Reshumei Aharon 

Volume 1, p. 22).. 

  

Ancestors Under the Chuppah 

Q: Is there a source that the souls of our departed ancestors are present 

at the Chupa? 

A: Yes.  Three Generations.  Neta'ei Gavriel (Hilchot Nisu'im Chapter 

4 note #4). 

  

Prayer for the State of Israel 

Q: What is the source for the Prayer for the Welfare of the State of 

Israel?  Must we stand for it? 

A: The Chief Rabbi of Israel, Ha-Rav Yitzchak Herzog, wrote the 

prayer.  Regarding standing, one should follow the custom of the 

community.  For example, it is permissible to sit for the Shema, which 

is a Torah Mitzvah, and one must stand for the Shemoneh Esrei, 

which is a Rabbinic obligation.  In truth, however, the entire 

Shemoneh Esrei is a prayer for the State of Israel.  See Megilah 17b. 

  

Tzadik Prime Minster 

Q: My young son asked me if the Prime Minister of Israel is a Tzadik.  

I answered that he is, since Hashem chose him to lead Am Yisrael.  

Am I correct? 

A: He is a Tzadik in the national sense.  Orot of Maran Ha-Rav Kook, 

p. 84. 

  

Lying on Accident Report 

Q: My son was driving my car and caused an accident, but he is not 

included on my insurance.  Is it permissible for me to write on the 

report and I was driving so the insurance company will cover the 

damages? 

A: This is a lie and theft.  Nevertheless, you should ask the insurance 

company directly. 

 

  

Parshas Vayechi Tevet 5778 

Yeshiva Beis Moshe Chaim/Talmudic University 

  

Based on the Torah of our Rosh HaYeshiva HaRav Yochanan Zweig 

  

This week's Insights is dedicated in loving memory of Reb Meir ben 

Reb Dovid HaCohen. Sponsored by Hannah Finkel in memory of her 

father. 

"May his Neshama have an Aliya!" 

   

BUSINESS AS USUAL     

Jacob lived in the land of Egypt seventeen years... (47:28)  

Rashi (ad loc) points out that this week's parsha opens without the 

customary delineation that is commonly found between two parshios. 

That is, the Torah is generally broken up into paragraphs and chapters 

- known as "p'suchos" and "stumos." A chapter ending is indicated by 

leaving the rest of the line open and a paragraph break is delineated by 

leaving nine letter spaces blank. However, this parsha begins with no 

break in the writing from the previous parsha. 

 

Rashi goes on to explain that this parsha is "sossum" or "sealed" 

because this parsha contains the death of Yaakov Avinu, and once he 

passed away the hearts and eyes of Bnei Yisroel were closed from the 

suffering of the enslavement, for that is when the Egyptians began to 

enslave them. 

Yet this Rashi is directly contradicted by another Rashi in Parshas 

Va'eira (Shmos 6:16). Rashi says there that the reason the Torah 

records the age of Levi when he passed away is teach us how many 

years the enslavement lasted. As Rashi explains, Levi lived longer 

than any of his brothers and "as long as Yosef and his brothers were 

alive the enslavement did not begin." Levi died approximately 

seventy-seven years after Yaakov Avinu. So, at which point did the 

enslavement begin? 

Furthermore, Rashi's use of the word "sossum" to indicate that this 

parsha is sealed is a little hard to understand. The halachic definition 

of a "stuma" would include a nine letter gap, and Rashi's whole point 

is that here we have no gap at all. Moreover, Rashi seems to be taking 

poetic license to describe the pain and suffering of Bnei Yisroel ("The 

eyes and hearts of Bnei Yisroel were sealed from the enslavement"). 

This is odd; Rashi doesn't write poetry - Rashi gives us the literal 

meaning of the words of the Torah. What does Rashi mean by these 

words? 

A careful reading of Rashi reveals that he is describing a remarkable 

phenomena. Rashi is telling us that the eyes and hearts of Bnei Yisroel 

were closed; that is, they were in denial. Similar to Germany in the 

early 1930's, the Jewish population refused to "see" or "understand" 

the looming calamity that was slowly beginning to take shape. The 

Germans started by publishing virulently anti-semitic propaganda - 

portraying the Jews first as greedy and immoral, and eventually 

characterizing them as inhuman vermin to be exterminated. 

Nevertheless, the vast majority of the Jewish population willfully 

ignored the warning signs, refusing to see or internalize what was 

really going on. Even many years later, the German Jewish population 

was shocked that "their" country and "fellow citizens" suddenly 

turned on them and shipped them off to die. In truth, by 1939 it had 

already been a decade in the making. Part of the human condition is to 

ignore what we don't want to see. 

That is what Rashi is teaching us here. Rashi points out that the parsha 

containing the death of Yaakov is written like every other verse of the 

Torah, with a one-space gap between the verses. The Torah writes it 

thusly to indicate that this event was not differentiated from anything 

else in their lives. 

The transition of Yaakov's death, which should have been understood 

as a momentous signpost on the road to their enslavement, passed 

without anyone noticing - they sealed their eyes and hearts to the 

coming slavery. The entire generation was in denial of the looming 

enslavement, ignoring the slowly changing attitude of the Egyptians 

that began with the death of Yaakov. By the time Levi passed away, 

the transition of the Egyptian attitude was complete and the actual 

slavery began. 
 

In tribute to the tenth Yahrzeit of Binyamin (Barry) Ross OBM, and as 
continuing Zechus for R' Binyomin Yitzchak Ben Meir Z'L, the Ross family is 

sponsoring a free class every week for the entire year. 

 

WHAT A BLESSING 

And he blessed them that day, saying, "In you shall Yisrael bless, 

saying, 'May Hashem make you as Ephraim and as Menashe'" (48:20) 

This week's parsha introduces us to the blessing that Jewish fathers all 

over the world bless their sons on Friday nights. The text of this 

bracha is that which Yaakov Avinu composed when Yosef introduced 

his sons Ephraim and Menashe to Yaakov, "May Hashem make you 

as Ephraim and as Menashe." 

There has been much speculation as to what Yaakov intended when he 

blessed them. After all, very little is known about the actual lives of 

Ephraim and Menashe. Why would he designate them specifically as 

the paradigm with which all parents should bless their children? 

One of the more common answers given is that Ephraim and Menashe 

are the first two brothers in the Torah who don't have a bitter rivalry 

or fight with each other. After all, the Torah is replete with stories of 

brothers in conflict: Kayin and Hevel, Yishmael and Yitzchak, 

Yaakov and Eisav, Yosef and his brothers, etc. 

Still, this approach is difficult to accept. First, there are many 

examples of brothers in the Torah who show no specific animosity to 

one another: Shem, Cham, and Yefet, and Avraham Avinu and his 

brothers, to name a few. Second, we have no specific indication that 

Ephraim and Menashe had a unique fraternal relationship. Third, it 

isn't a law of nature that brothers have to be in conflict, many famous 

brothers lived in harmony, such as Moshe and Aharon. Finally, it is 

highly improbable that none of the children of the other Shvatim had 
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positive sibling relationships; why should Yaakov single out only 

Yosef's children for that reason? 

Ramban (ad loc) comments that this bracha was a specific blessing to 

Yosef. When the possuk says, "in you shall Yisroel bless" this refers 

to Yosef himself. This sentiment is echoed by Targum Yonason Ben 

Uziel, who adds that this bracha is also given on the day of a boy's 

bris. Ramban also says (48:15) that Yosef may have actually had more 

children after Yaakov and his family settled in Egypt, but this bracha 

was specifically regarding only Menashe and Ephraim. If this bracha 

is really for Yosef, why does Yaakov specifically designate only 

Ephraim and Menashe? 

Yaakov is alluding to a very powerful message, one that would be 

crucial to all generations of Bnei Yisroel to come. Yosef had come to 

Egypt as a slave, sat in jail for a few years, and then rose to the 

highest possible position of authority, below only Pharaoh himself. 

Egypt was a place well known for immorality and idol worship. Yet, 

through it all, Yosef was able to maintain who he was and even raise 

children with the same values that he had absorbed from the house of 

his father Yaakov. Yaakov is alluding to this remarkable 

accomplishment and foretelling the importance of this for future 

generations. 

We bless our children that they should be like Ephraim and Menashe; 

children who grew up in an environment totally bereft of holiness, yet 

persevered in representing the values of their father and the Jewish 

people. Yosef raised children under the most difficult of 

circumstances and they turned out exactly like him. This is also why 

Yaakov gives them the ultimate recognition by replacing Yosef with 

them among the Shvatim, each one heading his own tribe. 

This further explains why we give our sons this blessing on the day of 

their bris. The day of one's bris a child is "brought into the covenant of 

Avraham Avinu." Avraham Avinu came from a family of idol 

worshippers and rose to make it his mission to bring Hashem into a 

world that had no knowledge of His presence. The very definition of 

being a Jew is bringing Hashem into this world by carrying on the 

values of your ancestors, no matter what life's circumstances may 

bring. 

 

Did You Know... 

In this week's parsha (49:1), Yaakov tells his children he will tell them 

"What will happen at the end of days." Rashi (ad loc) explains Yaakov 

wanted to reveal details of the "end of times" (Ii.e. when Moshiach 

will come, what it will be like, etc.) but that Hashem prevented him 

from revealing the details. 

We find this same notion elsewhere; the Gemara (Sanhedrin 97b) and 

Rambam (Mishnah Torah Kings and Wars 12:2) both say that terrible 

things should befall the person who attempts to calculate Moshiach's 

arrival. This is a very odd statement considering that both the Gemara 

and Rambam immediately proceed tell us their predictions for when 

Moshiach will arrive. 

This Gemara (Sanhedrin 97a) is probably the main source for the well 

known 6000 year deadline by which Moshiach will have arrived. The 

Gemara discusses the many opinions of what the world will be like 

when the end of days finally come. 

However, the fact that Moshiach is due to arrive by the year 6000 

does not mean he will not arrive earlier. As we say in the Ani 

Ma'amins - we await his arrival every day. In fact, a who's who list of 

Chazal have attempted to predict the date of his arrival. 

Rambam (Iggeres Teiman, ch. 3 p. 41) relates that his family had a 

tradition for many generations that Mashiach would arrive in the year 

1210 CE. Ramban (Bereishis 2:3) calculates that the year would 

actually be 1358 CE, although the Chasam Sofer (Teshuvos 6:61) 

responds that Ramban made a miscalculation and brought it a lot 

closer to his lifetime out of his great desire for Moshiach to arrive. 

The Chasam Sofer calculated that it would actually be in the year 

1790 CE. 

Rashi quotes R' Saadia Gaon (Daniel 7:25) and calculates that the year 

that Moshiach will arrive is the year 1335 CE. Lastly, Malbim on 

(Daniel 12:12) calculated that the year would be 1927 CE, exactly 90 

years ago. This is also important because the Malbim cites the Zohar 

who says that every 60 years there is an "awakening" and that year is 

especially meritorious to be the year that Mashiach comes. The 

Malbim calculated that that year would be one of those 60th years, 

which means that the year 2047 will be another one of those possible 

years. There is a different calculation that places his arrival in 2085. 

By now you may have noticed a common theme; all these calculated 

times of arrival have come and gone and it certainly doesn't seem like 

Moshiach has arrived. But we are still left with the question, how 

were they allowed to calculate the exact year that Moshiach would 

arrive? Ostensibly, as we see from the Malbim, they weren't 

predicting with absolute certainty the exact arrival of Moshiach, but 

rather that those years had a strong possibility and special merit that 

Moshiach might come. What that exactly means is beyond the scope 

of this Did You Know, but hopefully we will understand soon, may 

Moshiach arrive speedily in our days. 
 
Talmudic College of Florida, Rohr Talmudic University Campus, 4000 Alton 

Road, Miami Beach, FL 33140 
 

 

A New Darkness Descends 

by Jonathan Rosenblum 

Mishpacha Magazine 

   

"V'choshech al pnei tehom — darkness over the surface of the deep" 

(Bereishis 1:2), Chazal teach, refers to the Greek exile. The Greeks 

sought to darken the eyes of Yisrael and to cover the light of the 

Torah. By translating the Torah into Greek, they threatened the unique 

relationship between the Jewish People and the Torah, which is the 

inner light of the world. 

At the recent Mirrer Yarchei Kallah in Jerusalem, Rabbi Yosef Elefant 

described a new form of darkness that threatens the very ability of 

Jews to learn Torah: modern information technology. That technology 

has left us awash in information, most of it without spiritual or 

intellectual content, but presented in attractive, eye-catching formats. 

His warning needs to be heard by every parent, every yeshivah 

bochur, and everyone who aspires to one day marry a Torah scholar. 

Above all, modern technology holds the power to destroy our ability 

to think. "Let us create Man in Our image, as Our likeness" (Bereishis 

1:26), Hashem said to His heavenly court. Rashi explains that "Our 

likeness" refers to the human ability to understand and to acquire 

wisdom. That capacity for reflection and contemplation constitutes 

our very soul — i.e., the Divine part of us. 

But we can cause our seichel to atrophy through lack of use, and 

thereby render it unfit for learning Torah, which is the penimius (the 

hidden essence) of the Creation. Rabbi Elefant relates how on a recent 

flight, he found himself seated in economy class next to four children 

whose parents were seated up front in business class. 

The latter were not concerned that their children could not occupy 

themselves or would bother those around them. All had sufficient 

gadgetry at hand to keep them fully occupied. The 16-year-old next to 

Rabbi Elefant busied himself watching both the El Al movie and 

another one on his iPad, while listening through a pair of expensive 

headsets. When the action waned, he played an advanced basketball 

game on his iPad. 

Meanwhile, his eight-year-old sister did not utter a peep the entire 

flight. She was too transfixed by making doughnuts on her iPad. 

When she mastered that relatively simple task, she moved on to 

something more complicated: cheese fondue. 

Rabbi Elefant thought to himself: What rebbi in the world can 

compete with this? Even Yeshivas Mir's Rav Asher Arielli, as 

presented by Walt Disney, could not break through the mental 

numbness resulting from staring at a screen for 12 straight hours. 

As it happened, the same boy who had been sitting next to Rabbi 

Elefant on the flight showed up in the high school yeshivah at which 

he was speaking the next day. And the latter was struck by the 

absence of any light in his eyes; his pupils did not dilate. 

One who is attached to the superficial, the chitzoni, argues Rabbi 

Elefant, loses his ability to attach to anything, especially Torah, at a 

deeper, more penimiusdig level. He has effectively turned himself into 

an Eisav. 

The Torah identifies Eisav with superficiality, as capable of grasping 

only that which appears immediately to the eye, unmediated by any 

reflection. Thus Eisav refers to the stew that Yaakov is making as 

"ha'adom, ha'adom hazeh — this very red stuff." The external color 
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red, one that draws the eye, not taste or smell, defines the food for 

him. 

When he seeks to find favor in his father Yitzchak's eyes, he emulates 

the most superficial, least important fact about Yitzchak — that he 

married at the age of 40. The pig to which Eisav is compared shows 

his cloven cliffs, but lacks the internal siman of kashrus. 

Rabbi Elefant is concerned that we are producing a generation of too 

many Eisavs. On the outside, all is in order — tzitzis out, black 

kippah. But on the inside something has died. 

The issue is not one of watching forbidden material. We are not 

discussing the realm of issur v'heter. Rather it is one of being 

bombarded with mindless images that require no thought. It can be a 

good comedy routine, even a moving clip of a visit to Auschwitz. But 

in the end, it requires no engagement, no mental activity. 

Listening to Rabbi Elefant, I was reminded of how the Alter of 

Slabodka wanted to know which bochurim went to hear the itinerant 

maggidim and cried. Those who were brought easily to tears, he said, 

would come as easily to s'chok, frivolous laughter. When we make 

ourselves superficial, mindless people, no part of us remains 

untouched. 

Without building up an inner realm, a place not shared with the entire 

world and accessible only to us, we have no place to retain chochmah, 

of which Torah is the ultimate expression. That, as Rabbi Elefant 

explicated at last year's convention of Agudath Israel, is the meaning 

of the verse "V'es haznuim chochmah — to the modest comes 

wisdom" (Mishlei 11:2). Only one who has a vibrant internal life that 

is not shared with all and sundry can store chochmah. 

Rabbi Elefant did not content himself with speculation about the 

negative impact of technology on our ability to learn Torah; he sought 

to prove it. As a result of natural population growth in the chareidi 

community, we should expect to see a ten to fifteen percent rise in the 

number of yeshivah bochurim coming to Israel each year. Yet, in 

recent years, that has not been the case. Indeed, the number of 

yeshivah bochurim has gone down. 

It would appear that more and more young men — young men who 

still identify with the community, who dress yeshivish and go to 

minyanim — are going out to work without going to Eretz Yisrael or 

after a brief time there. And that, Rabbi Elefant suggests, is because 

they find no sipuk (satisfaction) in learning Torah. They are no longer 

built for it; their minds have been rotted by overexposure to 

technology. 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE? Rabbi Elefant relates that the question 

most frequently asked him on trips to America is: My seventh-grade 

son is pressing me for an iPhone or an iPad, what can I do? When he 

presented the question to Rabbi Elya Brudny, the latter replied, "Only 

in seventh grade the question came up? What were the parents doing 

in first, second, and third grade? Were they showing their children a 

cute clip of a cat chasing a ball of string on their smartphone? A 

comedic routine? A funny sign someone took a snapshot of? In other 

words, did their smartphone seem like the repository of all kinds of 

fun? And if it did, who can blame the kids for wanting one? 

But even parents who recognize that the electronic devices are bad for 

their children do not have an easy time saying no. Many parents today 

have lost the ability to resist requests they consider a total waste of 

money — e.g., an extra $20 or more for the cool symbol on their 

basketball shoes — and even those they consider positively harmful. 

Cries of comparative deprivation by their children vis-à-vis their 

classmates do not fall on deaf ears. 

At least some parents, however, have united to fortify one another's 

resolve. In September, a Brooklyn mother of seven children, ages 3 to 

18, wrote to me after reading a piece of mine discussing Professor 

Jean Twenge's much talked about Atlantic article, "Have Smartphones 

Destroyed a Generation?" 

She had been thinking about how to lessen the peer pressure, and thus 

the pressure on parents. And she came up with the idea of having all 

the parents in her daughter's sixth grade class pledge not to purchase 

iPads or smartphones for them. The idea spread rapidly — ironically, 

via WhatsApp — and within 24 hours, parents in 20 different classes 

were on board. 

And thus was MUST (Mothers Unite to Stall Technology) born. But 

as the name implies, the mothers know that they are doing no more 

than pushing off their children's acquisition of technology for a few 

years at most. As my correspondent wrote me, "The longer we can 

stall and hold off, the better off our kids will be... The hope is that we 

can hold them off until the end of elementary school, and that will put 

high schools in a position to be able to make rules [against devices] 

that can be enforced." 

MUST is a commendable and innovative response, which should be 

widely followed. But ultimately, to win the war will require more. As 

Reb Feivel Shraga Mendlowitz said in an earlier period of American 

Orthodox life, ultimately the only way to combat the forces of tumah 

is with a stronger force of taharah. 

Discovering that power of taharah, Rabbi Elefant declared at the end 

of his address, will require homes in which children are so proud of 

being frum Jews, so proud of what their family stands for, a home so 

happy, so geshmak, that being part of that family fully compensates its 

members for being different from their classmates and provides them 

with the ability to say no for themselves. 

The big question is: Do we know how to do that? 

 

Unalloyed joy is a rare commodity in this world. But we all 

experienced a moment of such joy last week upon hearing that 

President Trump had commuted the remainder of the 27-year prison 

sentence of Rabbi Sholom Mordechai Rubashkin, and that the latter 

had been released from prison and reunited with his wife and ten 

children. With exquisite timing, President Trump made the 

announcement on Zos Chanukah, the final day of the celebration of 

the miracles of Chanukah. 

One element of that pure joy was the complete surprise. Reb Sholom 

Mordechai's release followed by only a few days the reading of 

parshas Mikeitz in which Yosef HaTzaddik, languishing in jail, 

forgotten by the Royal Cupbearer, whom he had asked to help him 

upon his release from the pit, is suddenly whisked from captivity to 

interpret Pharaoh's dreams. In short order, he is appointed viceroy of 

Egypt at age 30. 

Presidential pardons or commutations in the first year in office, as 

opposed to at the end of the president's term, are virtually unknown. 

(Sometimes it helps to have a president not hidebound by precedent.) 

No news of the impending commutation leaked. Even my friends in 

Chabad, with close links to the leadership, told me they had no inkling 

that the release was forthcoming 

At the end of human history, Chazal tell us that we will be joined in a 

great circle dance, with HaKadosh Baruch Hu, kiveyachol, in the 

center. Videos of joyous circle dancing, not just at 770 in Crown 

Heights, but in Boro Park, New Square, Kiryas Joel, and Lakewood 

quickly went viral. That taste of future unity was a second source of 

joy.’ 

Reb Sholom Mordechai Rubashkin's plight drew together religious 

Jews across the spectrum to a remarkable degree. Rabbi Pinchos 

Lipschutz, publisher of yeshivah-oriented Yated Ne'eman, made 

Rubashkin's fate his personal cause for over a decade. And Yated 

writer Debbie Maimon plowed through hundreds, if not thousands, of 

pages of dense legal materials to offer the best summaries of his 

various legal battles. In the pages of this magazine, Sruli Besser 

provided a series of moving portraits of Reb Sholom Mordechai's 

trials and spiritual triumphs in captivity. 

"Great is [Divine] vengeance, as it was given between two [names of 

Hashem] — Keil nekamos Hashem," Chazal teach (Berachos 33a). 

Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz explains that Divine vengeance involves the 

revelation of Hashem as judge and executor of justice. And that 

revelation brings joy. When Chushim ben Dan cut off Eisav's head, 

Chazal reveal, Yaakov Avinu opened his eyes momentarily and 

smiled, for the righteous man rejoices upon witnessing revenge (Sotah 

13a) 

A similar reversal of a terrible injustice was also part of our rejoicing 

last week. Nathan Lewin, for decades the most prominent Orthodox 

appellate attorney in the United States, who initially represented 

Sholom Mordechai Rubashkin on appeal, described the case from 

beginning to end, including the decision to prosecute for bank fraud, 

as the worse miscarriage of justice that he has witnessed in more than 

50 years of practicing law. He points out that before any of the alleged 

bank fraud, Agriprocessors already had a line of credit with the bank 

in excess of any monies borrowed. 
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The sentence in bank fraud cases is largely predicated on the amount 

of damage to the banks, under federal sentencing guidelines. 

Prosecutors sought a 25-year sentence based on alleged losses of 

around $25 million. The trial judge, Linda Reade, added two more 

years for good measure. 

But for the actions of federal prosecutors, Agriprocessors would have 

been valued at $68 million, more than enough to cover any unpaid 

bank loans resulting from bankruptcy. However, prosecutors warned a 

potential buyer that he would have to make periodic disclosures that 

no member of the Rubashkin family would have any ownership or 

management role in Agriprocessors after purchase, a condition they 

had no right to demand. That condition caused the would-be purchaser 

to withdraw his offer. The plant was ultimately sold for $8 million. 

Worse, the prosecutors deliberately solicited perjured testimony at the 

sentencing hearing from the trustee in bankruptcy, Paula Roby, that 

there was no such rule prohibiting Rubashkins from participating in 

the business, and took no steps to correct that perjury, even though 

one of the prosecutors had enunciated the rule at a meeting with the 

potential buyer. That alone should have been sufficient to vacate the 

sentence. 

James Reynolds, the former US attorney for the Northern District of 

Iowa, where Agriprocessors was located, wrote last year that the 

minimal consequence for those prosecutors should have been firing. 

He and Charles Renfrew, a former US attorney and US district court 

judge, published an op-ed in the Des Moines Register, the largest 

paper in Iowa, in which they characterized the overzealous 

prosecution of Rubashkin as bordering on a "witch hunt." 

And 107 of the top legal experts in the country, including four former 

US attorneys-general, two former directors of the FBI, and numerous 

senior Department of Justice employees, wrote a letter, cited by 

President Trump in his commutation order, decrying the sentence as 

grossly unfair and irregular. 

That injustice meted out to a chassidic Jew garnered such an 

unprecedented level of protest from so many legal experts — most of 

them not Jewish — is but one more cause for rejoicing. 

And perhaps above all, stands the example of bitachon that Reb 

Sholom Mordechai radiated throughout his eight years in prison. To 

witness that bitachon rewarded served as a powerful chizuk for all of 

us. 

 

Cheers from Israel for President Trump 

A friend visiting from the States told me this week that every time he 

gets into a cab in Jerusalem and the cab driver hears his American 

accent, he is immediately treated to expressions of gratitude for 

President Trump. As usual, the cab drivers are right. 

Some have dismissed the president's declaration that Jerusalem is the 

capital of Israel as mere symbolism, and nothing more than a 

restatement of the obvious. First, stating the obvious when the entire 

world has been denying it since 1948 is no small matter. 

Second, President Trump sent an important message to the 

Palestinians: Time is not on your side. The strategy of waiting for 

Israel to disappear or for the international community to hand Israel's 

head to you on a platter will not prevail. The height of that strategy 

was UN Security Resolution 2334, drafted by the Obama 

administration (which graciously abstained, thereby allowing 

passage), declaring "any changes to the 4 June 1967 lines, including 

with regard to Jerusalem" to have "no legal validity and [to constitute] 

a flagrant violation under international law." 

But from here on, President Trump effectively told the Palestinians, 

it's all downhill. His ambassador to the UN, Nikki Haley, has made 

clear that the current administration would have voted no on 

Resolution 2334, and thoroughly repudiates it. 

As long as Palestinians cleave to the view of chief Palestinian cleric, 

Mahmoud Habash, that "Jerusalem can never be under the sovereignty 

of non-Muslims," and that struggle over the Land of Israel is one 

between "those whom Al-lah has chosen as custodians for the Land of 

Ribat [i.e., the border between lands under Islamic control and those 

not yet under Islamic control] and those who are trying to mutilate the 

Land of Ribat," there can be no compromise by the Palestinians or 

peace with them. 

By treating Israel as a sui generis state, alone among nations unable to 

determine its own capital, the world has only reinforced Palestinian 

hopes that Israel will one day disappear. Trump has provided the 

Palestinians with a bit of reality testing, which they must internalize 

before peace is possible. President George W. Bush did the same thing 

in his letter to Prime Minister Ariel Sharon dated April 14, 2004, in 

which he wrote that "new realities on the ground since 1967" make it 

inconceivable that Israel would withdraw from major settlement blocs 

(including the post-1967 neighborhoods of Jerusalem). Unfortunately, 

President Obama and Secretary of State Clinton immediately 

repudiated that letter upon entering office. 

The Palestinian strategy is doomed in any event. The oil-rich Sunni 

Gulf states have never particularly cared for Palestinians, to whom 

they never granted citizenship and whom they frequently evicted. But 

now they are barely even paying lip service to the Palestinian cause, 

as even the New York Times acknowledges: "The Persian Gulf States 

like Saudi Arabia, more concerned about their rivalry with Iran, have 

found their interests increasingly overlapping with those of Israel." 

Last week's release of a new US National Security Strategy constitutes 

another boon for Israel in its recognition of Iran as the great 

destabilizer of the Mideast and radical Islam as a threat to the entire 

world. The new document dismisses yet another hoary delusion: the 

notion that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is "the prime irritant 

preventing peace and prosperity in the region." 

That claim never made a lick of sense, but it has distorted six 

generations of American Middle East policy making. What does Israel 

have to do with the chronic backwardness of the Arab world, its high 

rates of illiteracy (except in the West Bank under Israeli rule), its lack 

of technological or scientific advance, failing economies, oppression 

of women, and absence of democracy, or even fledgling institutions of 

civil society? The linkage myth was completely exploded by the Arab 

Spring, which had no more to do with Israel than did the Iraq-Iran 

War and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 

Now, if President Trump really wants to hit the trifecta, let him act 

upon his justified disdain for the UN — where nations like Syria and 

Venezuela lecture Israel on human rights — by cutting off all funding 

for UNRWA. Between 40 and 50 million refugees from ethnic strife 

have been resettled worldwide since 1948 under the auspices of the 

UN High Commissioner for Refugees. Only the Palestinians have 

been denied citizenship by states of their own ethnicity. Only the 

Palestinians retain refugee status into succeeding generations. Only 

the Palestinians have their own refugee agency, UNRWA, devoted to 

them. And that agency has only succeeded in keeping them in 

miserable refugee camps as a permanent strike force against Israel. 

Go for it, President Trump, and end that farce as well. 
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Insights  

On the Way Home 

"...please don’t bury me in Egypt." (47:29) 

Over the millennia, the constant hope of the Jew was to return to the 

Land of Israel, and if not while alive, then suffice it at least that our 

physical remains should be interred in its holy soil. 

The source of this desire comes from this week’s Torah portion. 

Why did Yaakov so desire to be buried in Eretz Yisrael? There were 

several reasons: 

The mystical sources teach that those who are buried in Eretz Yisrael 

will be the first to arise at the time of the resurrection of the dead. For 

those who are buried in the Diaspora, G-d will create special tunnels. 

Through these tunnels a person’s body will roll until it reaches Eretz 

Yisrael. Yaakov wanted to spare himself the pain of rolling through 

these tunnels. 

Another consideration was that the Egyptians might turn him into a 

god posthumously. If Yaakov were buried in Egypt the chance of their 

worshipping his remains was that much higher. 

Also, Yaakov foresaw the Ten Plagues that would afflict Egypt, and 

he knew that the plague of lice would infest corpses as well as the 

living. He did not want G-d to perform a miracle for him to escape 

that fate. 

However, the reason that speaks to us loudest across the millennia is 

that Yaakov did not want to be buried in Egypt because he was 
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concerned that the generations that came after him might surmise that 

if Yaakov was buried in Egypt, the land of Egypt must also be a holy 

place. 

We are the descendents of Yaakov. It was the wish of our great 

ancestor that however comfortable we may become in our exile, we 

should never forget that there is nothing holy about the soil of Sydney, 

Paris or Boro Park. 

They are just temporary stops on our way home. 
• Sources: Midrash Bereshet Rabbah, Rabbeinu Bachya 

© 2017 Ohr Somayach International   
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No Two Snowflakes Are Alike 

Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb  

 

I live on the eastern seaboard of the United States, which was hit by a 

severe snowstorm last week. Most people find snowfall a nuisance. 

But for me, a snowfall is a chance to reflect on one of the Almighty’s 

greatest wonders, the little snowflake. 

The snowflake, held under a magnifying glass, is an exquisitely 

intricate and beautiful creation. Furthermore, every snowflake is 

unique. No two snowflakes are alike. 

The uniqueness of each snowflake is but one example of an amazing 

fact, which is true of the entire natural world. No two blades of grass 

are identical, no two leaves are exactly the same, and every individual 

member of every animal species is unique in some way. 

This is true of human beings as well. None of us has the same 

fingerprint, and no matter how closely one of us might resemble 

another, we are different from the other in some respect. 

The Talmud recognizes this when it comments that “just as no two 

faces are alike, so too, no two personalities are alike”. We are 

different from each other physically, psychologically, intellectually, 

spiritually, and in every other way. 

Any person who has parented several children knows that each child 

is different from the get-go. Mothers tell me that even while still 

pregnant with their children, they were aware of the potential 

differences that unfolded later in life. 

Woe to the teacher who treats all of his students alike. The so-called 

cookie cutter method of education is doomed to failure. Each of us has 

different learning styles and differing intellectual strengths and 

weaknesses. The secret of successful pedagogy lies in the recognition 

of individual differences, and in the ability of the teacher to be flexible 

enough to adapt his or her lessons to each individual and his or her 

learning needs. 

In this week’s Torah portion, Vayechi, we find that our patriarch 

Jacob was well aware of this secret. 

Jacob blesses the two sons of Joseph, and later proceeds to bless each 

one of his sons, the twelve tribes. Reading these blessings, we cannot 

help but notice how each one is fundamentally different and seems 

tailor-made to the character traits and emotional makeup of each tribe. 

Jacob blesses one son with power and dominion; another with 

agricultural wealth. One is compared to a lion, one to a wolf, and yet 

another to a serpent. 

Jacob knows his children and knows how diverse and heterogeneous 

his family is. He knows how to bless them with the particular 

resources that they will need as they march forward, with varying 

talents and dispositions, into their historical roles. 

The Bible underscores this when it summarizes the entire episode of 

the blessings with the following words: 

“All these were the tribes of Israel, twelve in number, and this is what 

their father said to them as he bade them farewell, addressing to each 

a blessing appropriate to him.” (Genesis 49:28) To each a different 

blessing, to each his own parting word. 

The fact that each of us is uniquely gifted is a basic component of the 

thought of Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, the Chief Rabbi of the Land of 

Israel, who passed away more than 70 years ago, but whose written 

legacy keeps him very much alive. 

Rav Kook insists that the very purpose of education is to help each 

person discover his or her own individuality, to learn what he or she 

can do best. Self-discovery, for Rav Kook, is the essence of the 

educational endeavor. 

Rav Kook, besides being an educator, was also a mystic. From his 

mystical perspective, he views the world as being a unified whole, to 

which every individual is necessary, because each individual 

contributes something utterly unique to the cosmos. 

Each snowflake is different from the other because the beauty of each 

snowflake is equally essential to nature’s beauty. 

Each human being is unique because the contribution of every one of 

us is absolutely necessary for the accomplishment of humanity’s 

ultimate mission. 

Like Jacob’s children, we all are uniquely blessed. Appreciating our 

uniqueness as that of every one of our fellow men is an essential 

component of Jewish spirituality. 
© 2017 Orthodox Union  
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Weekly Wisdom  -  “Blessing the Children–Revisited” 

by Rabbi Ephraim Z. Buchwald  

  

This week’s parasha, parashat Vayechi, is chock-full of blessings. 

Before his passing, Jacob not only blesses his twelve sons but also 

blesses his two grandsons, Ephraim and Menashe. (See Vayechi 5769-

2009). 

In Genesis 48:20, the Torah records, ַוְיָבְרֵכם ַבּיֹום ַההּוא ֵלאמֹור, ְבָך ְיָבֵרְך

ֹלִקים ְכֶאְפַרִים ְוִכְמַנֶשה-ִיְשָרֵאל ֵלאֹמר, ְיִשְמָך א    , So he [Jacob] blessed them 

[Joseph’s sons] on that day saying, “By you shall Israel bless saying: 

‘May G-d make you like Ephraim and Menashe.’” 

The Ozar Dinim U’minhagim states as follows: It is the custom of 

parents to bless both their male and female children on the eve of the 

Sabbath and holidays after evening prayers or upon entering the 

house. Grown children also receive a blessing from their parents. 

Those who bless, place their hands on the head of those to be blessed 

and say:   ֹלִקים ְכֶאְפַרִים ְוִכְמַנֶשה-ְיִשְמָך א  , May G-d make you like Ephraim 

and Menashe. Females are blessed with the formula: “May G-d make 

you like Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah.” This blessing is then 

followed with the priestly blessing: “May G-d bless you and keep you. 

May G-d make His face shine toward you and show you grace. May 

G-d lift up His countenance toward you and grant you peace.” 

It is then customary for parents to add a personal blessing. For young 

children, it is customary to say the conclusion of Jacob’s blessing to 

Joseph’s sons (Genesis 48:16): ַהַמְלָאְך ַהֹגֵאל ֹאִתי , May the angel who 

redeems me from all evil, bless the lads, and may my name be 

declared upon them, and the names of my forefathers Abraham and 

Isaac, and may they proliferate abundantly like fish within the land. 

Some have the custom to bless married children with two hands and 

single children with one hand. 

Rabbi Jacob Emden writes in his siddur, that it is Jewish custom to 

bless the children on the eve of the Sabbath. Both parents and teachers 

bless their children and students after evening prayers because the 

splendor of G-d is abundant at that time. There are those who have the 

custom to repeat the blessing upon children on Saturday night as well, 

at the close of the Sabbath day. 

The Sabbath is considered an especially propitious time for blessings, 

because the negative spirits are rendered powerless on the Sabbath, 

and cannot interfere with the blessings. 

The Chatam Sofer suggests that during the week, adults, who are 

preoccupied with earning a living, often rush through their prayers 

without proper focus. On Sabbath and holidays, they have the 

opportunity and the time to bless their children properly. Others 

maintain that weekdays are often tense and stress-filled times, and 

parents are unable to muster the proper attitude that is necessary to 

bless children. Sabbath brings with it its own joy, rendering it a most 

propitious time for blessings. 

Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Rimanov argues, that in ancient times, it 

was very rare for children to be blessed by their parents. He even 

suggests that had Rebecca and Isaac blessed their children regularly, 

the rivalry between Jacob and Esau would never have developed, 

since Esau would have been blessed many times and would not have 

been envious of his brother Jacob’s blessings. 

Rabbi Shlomo Riskin explains why girls are blessed in the names of 

the Matriarchs, whereas boys are not blessed in the names of the 

Patriarchs, but rather in the names of the two sons of Joseph, Ephraim 
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and Menashe. He suggests that the blessing of Ephraim and Menashe, 

is chosen over the Patriarchs because Ephraim and Menashe were the 

first siblings between whom there was no rivalry and the first where 

the birthright was not contested. “What better way to bless one’s 

children than with a blessing of peace?” 

Senator Joseph Lieberman in his book on the Sabbath, The Gift of 

Rest, writes: “Of all the things that observant Jews do on the 

Sabbath…I would put blessing your family high on the list. It is a 

priceless moment of connection that no matter what has happened 

during the week, the parent feels blessed to have that child…As a 

parent you know that weeks can go by when you think of your 

children less as a blessing and more as problems to be 

solved…Stopping to bless your children once a week makes us pause 

to appreciate how blessed we are to have them in the first place and 

reminds them of the love we feel for them.” 

Nachmanides points out that Jacob’s words, ְבָך ְיָבֵרְך ִיְשָרֵאל , in you 

shall Israel invoke blessing, should really be in the plural form, ָבֶכם , 

rather than the singular, since Jacob is addressing Ephraim and 

Menashe. The Ramban explains that the phrase “in you” really applies 

to Joseph, meaning that the nation of Israel will bless itself with 

Joseph’s children and say to those who are being blessed, “May G-d 

make you like Ephraim and Menashe.” The greatest blessing that one 

can bestow upon a person is that he may be like someone who is 

generally recognized as a blessed person. It is Joseph who serves as a 

model for all fathers, who is the happiest of fathers. Jacob, in effect, 

says that every family should hope to have the good fortune that 

Joseph had, a father who will lead his children to their grandfather for 

a blessing that will hopefully apply to all generations simultaneously. 

Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch  writes: For Joseph to be the only Jew 

in Egypt and to still raise children who remain, for all time, the model 

of Jewish aspiration and blessing, is an achievement worthy of 

emphasis! 
  
Please note: The fast of the 10th of Tevet will be observed this year on 

Thursday, December 28, 2017, from dawn to nightfall. It commemorates the 
start of the siege of Jerusalem by the Babylonians, which led to the ultimate 

destruction of the Temple on the 9th of Av. 

Have a meaningful fast. 

 

May you be blessed. 
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Rabbi Yissochar Frand - Parshas Vayechi 

Yosef's Three Treasures / Shechinah Above the Choleh  

 

The Three Treasures Yosef Hid Away in Egypt 

The Talmud [Sanhedrin 110a] expounds the expression “riches 

hoarded by their owner to his misfortune” [Koheles 5:12] as referring 

to Korach. The Gemara there teaches that Korach was a very wealthy 

individual. However, this was a dubious situation, where his wealth 

actually led to his downfall, as alluded to by Shlomo in Koheles.  

There is a Yiddish expression used to indicate that a person is rich: 

Ehr is reich vi Korach [he is as rich as Korach].  Where did this 

expression originate?  It comes from this Gemara, which tells us that 

Korach was very wealthy. 

A few lines later, the Gemara mentions that Yosef HaTzadik hid three 

treasures while he was ruling Egypt. One of the treasures was found 

by Korach; one treasure was found by Antoninus (the Roman general 

and politician, contemporary of Rav Yehudah HaNassi); and one is 

hidden away for the righteous, in the world to come.   On a literal 

level, this Gemara is saying that of the three fabulous treasures that 

Yosef hid away (which he presumably acquired as Viceroy of Egypt) 

Korach found one, Antoninus found one, and the Tzadikim will find 

one in the Messianic era. 

A fascinating Pardes Yosef at the end of Parshas Vayechi has an 

entirely different take on this Gemara. According to his approach, the 

Gemara is not speaking about wealth at all.  The Pardes Yosef says 

that the treasures that Yosef buried in Egypt had nothing to do with 

money, but rather, Yosef’s life embodied three fundamentals of living 

that he figuratively hid away for future generations to rediscover. 

 

The first “treasure” was the fundamental principle that if the Almighty 

wants you to be elevated to a position of leadership, you will achieve 

that position regardless of anyone else’s attempt to halt your rise to 

power. You can have all the enemies in the world, and the plotters 

who are against you can rise to the top, but you will still prevail. They 

will not be able to stop you! 

We see this for the first time, in the life of Yosef. He told his brothers 

that he prophetically saw in his dreams that they would come and bow 

down to him, and despite all the brothers’ efforts to quash Yosef’s rise 

to leadership, the Will of the Almighty came to pass! 

Korach discovered this treasure (the hard way)! Korach had argued 

that “the entire congregation is holy.”  He challenged the leadership of 

Moshe Rabbeinu.  “I want to be the leader.”  He tried his hardest to 

wrest power from his cousin Moshe.  However, in his time – once 

again – it was revealed from Heaven that if the Almighty wants 

someone (i.e., Moshe) to be the leader, his leadership is inevitable and 

inviolable. 

The second “treasure” of Yosef’s life, writes the Pardes Yosef (who 

lived into the twentieth century), has to do with anti-Semitism. Some 

think that what causes anti-Semitism is the fact that we act differently, 

and if we would act more like the Gentiles, they would accept us and 

not be anti-Semitic.  We know that this is not true. 

The righteous Yosef was a religious and observant Jew in Egypt. The 

Egyptians and their religious practices were diametrically opposed to 

the lifestyle practiced by Yosef.  One would think, “How could he 

achieve a position of authority? He is a Jew.”  Anti-Semites say, “We 

hate Jews.  Jews are disloyal.  Jews are pushy.  Jews are aggressive.  

Jews are this.  Jews are that.”  The popular maxim of this philosophy 

is, “If you want to be successful in life, you need to give up your 

Yiddishkeit.”  Yosef disproved this philosophy.  He showed that it 

was not true by remaining Yosef the Righteous in Egypt, and 

nevertheless rising to the very pinnacle of Egyptian authority.  

Pharaoh accepted him as he was. 

This lesson, that one can remain “Jewish” and achieve respect from 

Gentile society regardless of one’s religion, was the second treasure 

that Yosef “hid away for future generations to rediscover.” When was 

this “treasure” revealed?  It was revealed with the comradeship 

between Antoninus and Rebbi.  Rebbi was Rabbeinu HaKadosh, who 

compiled the Mishna and led the Jewish community. And yet, 

Antoninus, the head of Rome, respected and honored him!  Rabbi 

Yehudah HaNassi acted like a “Jew” – why did Antoninus not hate 

Rebbi?   It is because — as Yosef revealed centuries earlier in Egypt 

— anti-Semitism does NOT stem from the fact that Jews act 

differently than Gentiles. 

Yosef proved this in the time of Pharaoh, and it was “rediscovered” in 

the era of Antoninus and Rebbi. One can achieve success in society at 

large, if one sticks to his principles. We see that today too.  There are 

observant Jews in every area of government and industry, in positions 

of great prominence.  They do not need to compromise their religious 

principles to achieve success and respect. 

The third “treasure” that Yosef showed us is that we think there is 

absolutely no solution to the problem of “hatred between brothers” 

(sin’as achim).  We have almost become resolved to the idea that 

inner-communal jealousies, rivalries, and hatred was with us, is with 

us, and will always be with us.  The story of Yosef proved that despite 

the tensions and the bitter events that transpired between them, it was 

possible to put those differences behind themselves, and reach a level 

of brotherly love (aha’vas achim). 

We look at the controversies and tensions that exist within the Jewish 

people today, and we ask ourselves “How is Moshiach ever going to 

come?” This “treasure” of Yosef, the Gemara admits, is still hidden 

away; it has not yet been “rediscovered.”   However, the Gemara 

assures us that the Tzaddikim in the world of the future will one day 

find it, and then true brotherly love — Yosef’s “third treasure” — will 

once again reign within our nation. 

 

The Shechinah is Present Above the Head of One Who is Ill 

Yaakov asks Yosef to swear to him that following his passing, Yosef 

would take him from Egypt and bury him with his fathers (in the 

Me’aras HaMachpela in Chevron).  At the conclusion of the narration 

of this episode, the pasuk says, “He said, ‘Swear to me,’ and he swore 

to him; and Israel prostrated himself toward the head of the bed.” 
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[Bereshis 47:31]  Rashi comments on the words “toward the head of 

the bed”:  “He turned himself in the direction of the Shechinah [the 

Divine Presence].  This is the source for that which the Sages say 

[Shabbos 12b], “The Shechinah is present above the head of one who 

is ill.” 

Why does the Divine Presence hover, so to speak, on the top of the 

bed of a sick person? I saw an interesting observation in a sefer.  

When a person is sick in bed, he can think that the Almighty has 

abandoned him (My G-d, my G-d, why have you left me? [Tehillim 

22:2]). A person thinks, “The Ribono shel Olam must be angry with 

me; He must have it “in” for me!” 

The reason the Shechinah is above the head of a sick person is 

because the Ribono shel Olam wants us to know that even under these 

circumstances, He still loves us, and He is still with us.  The reason 

we are ill is for whatever reason it may be, but it is NOT because He 

is throwing 

There was a fellow named Rav Herschel Kowalski, ob”m.  He came 

to America several times.  I developed a connection with him, and I 

still have a connection with his widow.  He was an extremely 

righteous individual — a holy man.  When he was sick, and people 

would come to him to receive blessings from him, he would take the 

“kvittel” (piece of paper with the prayer or request of the individual 

coming to him for a blessing) and he would put it on top of his bed.  

He told the petitioners, “This is just as good as putting the “kvittel” 

into the Kosel.”  Just as the Talmud says that the Shechinah never 

departed from the Western Wall, so too the Shechinah is right there 

above the bed of a sick person. 

This is a very important thing to bear in mind, especially when people 

are very ill — the Divine Presence is still with them. 

A couple of weeks ago, I was in New York visiting my children, and I 

davened Shabbos morning in a shteible in Brooklyn.  This was a nice 

Hashkama minyan in the basement of a building.  They finished 

pesukei d’zimra, reaching shochen ad, but nobody went up to the 

amud to lead the Shachris service.  Finally, an old Jew — who had 

trouble getting out of his seat — said to his neighbor, “Help me get 

up, and I will go to the amud to lead the davening.”  He made it to the 

amud and davened beautifully, but he was not able to stand at all.  He 

had to lean on the amud throughout the davening. 

I assumed that since he was an old man it was hard for him to stand, 

and that is why he had to lean on the amud throughout davening.  

When he finished davening, everyone gave him a hearty “yasher 

koach!”  After Mussaf, he approached me and asked me if I had a 

minute to talk.  We sat down, and he told me, “I have stage-four 

gastric cancer.  The doctors have given me four months to live.”  He 

told me, “Cancer is not only a battle between the medicine and the 

disease.  It is a battle between the Yetzer HaTov and the Yetzer 

HaRah.  The Yetzer HaRah tells you, ‘Give up.  Stop davening. It is 

not worth it.  You are a goner.  You are going to lose it anyway.  Just 

give up.’  The Yetzer HaTov tells you, ‘No.  Keep on davening.  It 

will help you.  If it won’t help you, at least your davening will help 

someone else.  Just don’t give up.” 

I told him that I noticed — and it had made an impression on me — 

that the whole time that he was davening, he was hunched over the 

amud, but when he said Kedusha (with a nice niggun), when he 

reached the words “and our eyes will see your Kingdom…” he stood 

up erect and banged on the amud with vigor.  It was as if he was able 

to strengthen himself, and had the full conviction that he would yet 

merit to see His Kingdom revealed to all, as promised by the words of 

‘Dovid Your Servant.’  The Shechinah was still with this person, even 

with a diagnosis of stage-four gastric cancer.  The Shechinah still 

loves this person. 

As the Talmud says in Tractate Brachos [10a], “this is my tradition 

from the house of my father’s father — even if a sharp sword is 

resting against one’s neck, one should not abstain himself from 

requesting Mercy.” No matter how desperate a situation may look, a 

person should never give up hope, and never stop praying for a 

salvation.  
Transcribed by David Twersky; Jerusalem DavidATwersky@gmail.com 

Technical Assistance by Dovid Hoffman; Baltimore, MD dhoffman@torah.org 
Rav Frand © 2017 by Torah.org.  
 

 

Drasha  -  Parshas Vayechi     

Mixed Blessings 

 

People usually learn from their mistakes. It seems, albeit on the 

surface, that our father Yaakov does not.  

The Talmud in Shabbos 10b explains: “As a rule, one should never 

differentiate between children. For it was due to Yaakov’s favoring 

Yoseph that led to our exile in Egypt.” The Talmud, of course, is 

referring to the tragic chain of events that were spurred by the special 

display of love shown to Yoseph. Jealousy ensued amongst his 

brothers. Eventually they sold him to Egypt, and the spiral of events 

led to a 210-year exile in that land. We would think that Yaakov 

would have resolved never to favor one child over another. He 

doesn’t. This week the Torah relates to us that Yaakov blesses 

Yoseph’s children, Menashe and Ephraim. In addition to singling out 

those grandchildren for a blessing, he does another provocative act. 

He switches the order of their blessings, as he blesses Ephraim, 

Yoseph’s younger child, before Menashe, the older one.  

There are two points we must analyze. Why did Yaakov, still reeling 

from the terrible ordeal he endured due to favoring Yoseph, overtly 

display his preferences towards the next generation? Was he not 

fearful of evoking jealousy among all his grandchildren who were first 

cousins of Menashe and Ephraim? Also, why did he switch the first 

and second child in the same family? Was he not fearful of, once 

again, evoking jealousy among brothers?  

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l had one steadfast rule subsequent 

to delivering his daily lecture at Yeshiva Kol Torah in Jerusalem. 

After he finished discussing a particular sugya (Talmudic topic), and 

proceeded to the next sugya, no one was allowed to ask a question 

about the previous one. This approach would prevent confusion 

among the many students in attendance. It was therefore to the 

amazement of all the pupils when Rabbi Auerbach entertained a 

question from an otherwise very quiet student on a topic he had 

finished discussing twenty minutes prior. He proceeded to backtrack 

to the earlier topic and reexamined the entire thought process in 

intricate detail. All the students were astounded. They had distinctly 

remembered their Rebbe explaining everything clearly the first time. 

After the lecture a few of the older students approached the sage to 

question his favoring the younger student with his departure from an 

otherwise sacred rule.  

Suddenly they realized that the student in question had been at the 

Yeshiva for almost a year without ever asking a question in the middle 

of a discourse. Today was the first time he mustered the courage to 

ask. Had the Rosh Yeshiva dispensed with the question as normal 

procedure would have dictated, he may never had asked again. Rav 

Auerbach departed from protocol and fear of invoking jealousy to 

give the young student a new confidence that would help him emerge 

as a true scholar.”  

My grandfather zt”l, once explained to me that there are certain 

actions that must be taken without fear of invoking jealousy. Certain 

children need more attention, more care, and more encouragement. 

You must do what is correct in certain circumstances and hope that 

the other siblings will understand. Yaakov’s grandchildren all lived 

under his tutelage in the relative security of a traditional society. 

There were scores of cousins, uncles and aunts whose presence lent an 

atmosphere of ancestral observance. Yoseph’s children were 

unfortunately raised in a society wrought with idolatry. Their only link 

to tradition was the steadfast memories that Yoseph brought with him 

in his sojourn. Thus, Yoseph’s children needed special blessing.  

Reb Yaakov continued, “Yaakov Avinu also understood that even in 

Yoseph’s family there was a difference in the children. Menashe, the 

first-born was thus named as a grace to Hashem who allowed Yoseph 

to forget the terrible hardship he endured both in Egypt and in his 

father’s household. Ephraim, on the other hand, is so named as a 

recognition of Yoseph’s prosperity in a difficult land.  

“Menashe represents the memories of the ‘Old World.’ As long as 

there is an attachment to that world, perhaps there is less need for the 

blessing of the sage. But if the child represents the prosperity of the 

‘New Country,’ it is very likely that he may cast off his heritage and 

seek a totally new culture and inheritance. That child needs special 

warmth and blessings — before any other child”  
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There are times when conventional protocol is out-of-place. When 

dealing with special needs, special conduct must overrule the norm. 

One must weigh the needs of the individual and the reactions of 

others. The proper decision will benefit both.  

Good Shabbos!    
Copyright ©  by Rabbi M. Kamenetzky and Project Genesis, Inc. 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky is the Dean of the Yeshiva of South Shore.   
Drasha © 2017 by Torah.org.    
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Vayechi: The Missing Ten Tribes 

 

Promises are the uniquely human way of ordering the future.  - 

Hannah Arendt  

Get The Times of Israel's Daily Edition by email  

and never miss our top stories   Free Sign up! 

The term “Jew” is derived from Judean, meaning descendants of 

Judah. But Judah was only one of the sons of Jacob, only one of the 

tribes of Israel. Our history tells us that before the destruction of the 

first Temple in Jerusalem, more than 2,700 years ago, our brothers, 

the ten northern tribes of Israel, were conquered and exiled by the 

king of Assyria. They have been lost to our history ever since.  

There is a wide ranging discussion as to the fate of these lost ten 

tribes. However, every year there is more evidence of how far 

descendants of the tribes of Israel reached. They may have reached as 

far as India, China and even the Americas. Even more significantly, 

members of these recently discovered tribes have been accepted as 

Jewish by leading Rabbis and have come back to the land of Israel. 

This includes the Ethiopian Jews who trace their ancestry to the tribe 

of Dan and the Indian Jews who still refer to themselves as the 

children of the tribe of Menashe. 

Rabbeinu Bechaye on Genesis 49:1 (Vayechi) foretold the return of 

the missing tribes centuries ago and explained that our patriarch Jacob 

prophetically hinted at these events in his last words to his children. 

Jacob uses two different terms for “you will be gathered” in his dying 

words. Rabbeinu Bechaye explains that Jacob was referring to two 

gatherings, each related to two redemptions. The first redemption was 

that the Children of Israel, all twelve tribes, would be redeemed from 

the slavery of Egypt and all of them would be brought to the land of 

Israel. The second redemption which will parallel in many respects the 

redemption from Egypt, refers to the end of days, the Messianic era 

that would encompass two broad “gatherings.” 

The first gathering to Israel would be the return of the descendants of 

Judah (which includes the tribe of Benjamin as well as Levites and 

Kohens) – which we are witnesses to in the modern era. The second 

gathering will be that of the ten tribes during the final redemption, 

bringing together all the tribes of Israel after millennia of separation, 

something that we see unfolding before our very eyes. 

May our brothers from all corners of the earth find their way home 

and may we welcome them back graciously. 
Shabbat Shalom 
Dedication -  To the organization Shavei Israel, which has been so vital in 

helping find and bring back our lost tribes. 

© 2017 The Times of Israel  

 

 

7חדשות ערוץ   

Blessing one's grandchildren 

Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis 

 

In this week’s D’var Torah the Chief Rabbi explains the beautiful 

meaning behind the blessing our Patriach Jacob gives to his 

grandchildren. 

 

Be like fish. 

This was the essence of the blessing given in Parashat Vayechi by our 

Patriach Jacob, to his grandchildren Ephraim and Menashe, and 

through them to all subsequent generations. What did Jacob mean 

“V’yid gu larov b’kerev ha’aretz”  – he said, “May you multiply like 

fish in the midst of the land.” 

There’s a beautiful Midrash which asks us to contemplate the sight of 

the waters of a river on a rainy day. Suddenly we notice the head of a 

fish rising above those waters: it opens it’s mouth in order to take in 

fresh drops of rain from the skies. Despite already being submerged in 

water, the fish seeks the new drops. 

So too, says the Midrash, we should fight against apathy. We need to 

be enthusiastic and passionate about the opportunities presented to us 

for the performance of Mitzvot. 

Even though we might be immersed within the waters of full Torah 

observance, when an opportunity comes for a new Mitzvah to be 

performed, we must relate to it as if we’ve never done it before. 

So too, the Ohr Hachaim Hakodosh explains the concept of being 

‘Shomer Shabbat’, which we usually understand to mean ‘to keep 

Shabbat’. The Ohr Hachaim Hakadosh says instead, one is ‘Shomer 

Shabbat’ from Sunday to Friday, as ‘Shomer’ means to look forward, 

and on Shabbat itself, you are ‘Osser Shabbat’, you are doing or 

making Shabbat. He takes this from a verse in the book of Bereshit. 

“Vayekanu vo echav” – we are told how Yosef revealed his dreams to 

his family, and his brothers were jealous of him because of those 

dreams. And what was the response of his father? “Ve aviv shamar et 

hadavar” – his father looked forward to the fulfilment of the dreams as 

he knew that there was some element of truth in them. 

Joseph’s dreams would come to fruition; he was “Shomer” the matter 

– he looked forward to it happening. 

So too, said the Ohr Hachaim Hakadosh: we need to be ‘Shomer 

Shabbat’ through the days of the week, to anticipate the arrival of the 

next Shabbat as if we have never had Shabbat before. So too with 

regard to being ‘Shomer Mitzvot’: let us remember the blessing of 

Jacob our ancestor to guarantee that there will always be excitement, 

that there will always be a buzz around the performance of Mitzvot, 

and as a result we will truly be able to be Shomrei Mitzvot: to look 

forward to the performance of Mitzvahs, and also, to keep them 

properly. 
Shabbat Shalom 
Rabbi Mirvis is the Chief Rabbi of the United Kingdom. He was formerly Chief 

Rabbi of Ireland. 

© Arutz Sheva    
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Rabbi Akiva's Prayer 

 

The Talmud in Berachot 31a relates how Rabbi Akiva, the great first-

century sage, would conduct himself in prayer:  

“When he was with the congregation, he would pray quickly so as not 

to be a burden on those praying with him [who would respectfully 

wait for him to finish]. But when he prayed alone, one could leave 

him in one corner and afterwards find him in another corner, due to 

his many bows and prostrations.”  

Two Levels of Kavanah 

From this account we see that there are two levels of kavanah — 

intent and mental focus in prayer. The minimal level of kavanah is to 

concentrate on the meaning of the words. This is a basic requirement 

of prayer (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 98:1).  

There is, however, a higher level of kavanah, when one’s thoughts are 

raised upwards, scaling the heights of profound insight and expanded 

consciousness. The Shulchan Aruch describes the lofty kavanah of 

great tzaddikim:  

“Devout and pious individuals would seclude themselves. They would 

direct their thoughts in prayer until they succeeded in divesting 

themselves from their physicality and expanding their state of 

consciousness. Then they would attain a level close to that of 

prophecy.” (ibid.)  

Every prayer makes an impact on the person praying, but the extent of 

this impact depends on the kavanah. A prayer recited with the basic 

level of kavanah — just concentrating on the words — promotes 

spiritual advance. This is, however, a gradual progress, like the 

imperceptible growth of the body.  

A prayer focused on higher kavanah, on the other hand, will be the 

trigger of more radical transformation. When Rabbi Akiva prayed by 

himself, his prayer was not the reserved, dignified prayer of the 
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community. It was an intense and ecstatic service of God. His fervent 

spiritual ascent was expressed physically; when he finished praying, 

he would find himself in the opposite corner of the room.  

Such great movement during prayer is unusual. The Amidah prayer is 

supposed to be recited standing in one place, feet placed together. Yet 

Rabbi Akiva would move across the room “due to his many bows and 

prostrations.” The more one is aware of God’s infinite greatness, the 

stronger will be one’s feelings of submission. The sense of one’s 

separate selfhood dissipates, and one yearns to unite with the greater 

existence of the Infinite.  

As Rabbi Akiva deepened his awareness of God’s greatness, his 

profound feelings of subservience and selflessness was expressed with 

profuse bowing and prostrations.  

 

Communal Prayer 

Despite the obvious benefits of such an intense prayer, this is only 

suitable when one is secluded in private prayer. But when praying 

with the congregation, one should align oneself with their level of 

prayer. The entire congregation could never attain the intensity of 

prayer of a holy scholar like Rabbi Akiva, so he would pray quickly, 

content with the ordinary kavanah of concentrating on the meaning of 

the words.  

This is the implication of Rabbi Akiva’s conduct when praying with 

the congregation. The importance of joining in communal prayer 

outweighs the benefits of private prayer, even a profoundly intense 

prayer suitable to one’s own spiritual level.  

(Adapted from Olat Re’iyah vol. I, p. 28; Ein Eyah vol. I, p. 132)  
Copyright © 2006 by Chanan Morrison  
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Peninim on the Torah  -  Parshas  Vayechi 

  

 ויחי יעקב בארץ מצרים
Yaakov lived in the land of Egypt. (47:28) 

 There is a general rule concerning the placement of a new 

parshah/sidrah in a Torah scroll: The new Sidrah either: begins on a 

new line, or it is separated from the previous parshah by a nine-letter 

space. Parashas Vayechi is unique in that no extra space exists 

between it and Parashas Vayigash – the preceding parshah. Thus, 

Rashi calls Parashas Vayechi a parshah setumah, closed parshah. 

Since nothing happens in a vacuum, Rashi explains why Vayechi is 

“closed.” It teaches us that at the time of his passing, the mood of 

Yaakov Avinu’s children was “closed.” They were acutely aware that 

with the Patriarch’s passing, the suffering and persecution of the 

impending Egyptian exile would slowly and subtly begin. Although 

the physical bondage did not commence until all of the shevatim, 

Tribes/brothers, had died, the spiritual endangerment which is a major 

part of exile began with Yaakov’s passing. 

 Another reason given for the “closed” nature of Parashas 

Vayechi is that Yaakov sought to reveal the “end” of our tzaros, 

troubles, i.e. when Moshiach Tzidkeinu will finally appear. He was 

prevented from making this revelation because his prophetic vision 

was suddenly halted. It had become “closed.” 

 Horav Nissan Alpert, zl, offers an insightful understanding 

of the term “closed” with regard to Yaakov, the Shevatim and, by 

extension, us. Life is an entity which we, human beings, do not 

understand. Indeed, it is certainly not predictable and it is often 

mysterious; it is essentially a “closed” book. Its final chapters – the 

story’s ending – are carefully concealed from the “reader.” We are left 

to wonder: How will it all end? Will it be a good ending? What is the 

status of continuity? Likewise, when we are in a period of distress we 

pray, supplicating Hashem for a positive response. From where will 

deliverance materialize? Will we extricate ourselves from this tzarah, 

trouble? Good might spring forth from the least expected source. 

What appears to have been “bad,” suddenly becomes “good.” In other 

words, life is filled with ambiguity, the greatest obscurity being when 

and how will it all end? We know not from where and when 

deliverance and salvation will emerge. What keeps us going? How do 

we maintain a sense of equanimity, despite the many doubts that 

surround us? How do we grasp some form of “opening” to the 

“closed” book of life? 

 Vayechi Yaakov b’eretz Mitzrayim, “Yaakov lived in the 

land of Egypt.” It does not state vayehi – “and Yaakov was” (in the 

land of Egypt). The Torah underscores the fact that he lived. Did the 

Patriarch even dream that his best years, the years that he had lived, 

would be the years that he had spent living in Egypt? Did he even 

imagine that he would see Yosef again? Did he even begin to dream 

that if he would have a reconciliation, Yosef would have remained 

frum, observant, a tzaddik, his righteous personality and character 

intact? 

 Life is filled with surprises. Yaakov can attest to this reality. 

To say that Yaakov’s life had its rough spots is an understatement. At 

the end of the day, however, except when he was in Lavan’s home, he 

was in a spiritually correct environment, away from the moral 

perversion that prevailed in the pagan world. Now he was in Egypt, 

the capital of decadence. Who would think that it was specifically 

during these last years, during this relative tranquility from trouble, 

that Yaakov would have attained true life. Our Patriarch remained 

immune to – and unaffected by – the environment. He did not allow 

the corruption around him to deter him from ascending the ladder of 

spirituality. 

 Life is filled with its stunning moments. Rav Alpert explains 

that this idea is alluded to by the word olam, Hebrew for world. Olam 

shares a root with he’e’lam, hidden/concealment. We will never know 

what will happen. It is beyond us. Thus, it is he’elam – olam. 

 Horav Yaakov Meir Shechter, Shlita, teaches that the 

primary skill in this world is to be able to relate to Hashem in all 

situations. Thus, one who has been born without the ability to rise to 

an exceptional spiritual height in his service to Hashem should not 

become disenchanted. He should serve Him simply and 

wholeheartedly: studying easy and uncomplicated subjects in Torah, 

and praying in a simple, straightforward manner. He will, thus, realize 

that Hashem is to be found even in the simple places. The true test of 

a Jew’s commitment to Hashem is how he behaves when he is feeling 

uninspired and low. 

 Furthermore, as Horav Nachman Breslover, zl, teaches, the 

Jewish perspective on serving Hashem varies greatly from that of the 

non-Jew. A Jew has emunah, faith. With faith, one has hope. When 

one has hope, he is willing to wait patiently for salvation. Rav 

Nachman offers an insightful analogy that not only delineates the 

variance between Jew and gentile, but I think also defines Jewish 

faith. The faith of the individual who does not maintain such a level of 

trust in the Almighty, his faith is questionable. It is easy to have faith 

when everything is rosy. It is when life throws us a curve that we see 

who truly believes and who simply pays lip service. 

 Now for the story. Two beggars – one Jewish, one gentile – 

found themselves in a Jewish community on Erev Pesach. Pesach is a 

time when food is plentiful and hearts are open. The Jewish beggar 

taught his gentile friend how to “act” like a Jew, so that they would be 

invited to a seder and receive a hearty meal. The two men were 

invited to different families. The gentile had never been inside a 

Jewish home; he had been subsisting on the meager pennies he would 

get from begging on street corners. How thrilled he was to enter a 

beautifully lit and decorated home. It was Yom Tov, and the Jewish 

family went all out to celebrate its good fortune in having been 

redeemed from Egypt. He was shown to his place at an exquisitely set 

table. 

 The beggar sat down and waited for what he expected would 

be a sumptuous and lavish meal, but he received nothing of the sort. 

He was given a Hebrew book (Haggadah) and forced to listen and 

listen to expositions and stories. Even the children spoke words of 

Hebrew! Meanwhile, while everyone else was aglow with Torah 

thought, he was getting hungrier and hungrier. These people were 

insane. How could they talk and talk, while the aroma of delicious 

food was wafting through the air? Finally, they brought out the food! 

What food it was! Dry crackers (matzoh) and horseradish? Bitter 

tasting horseradish whose smell was sufficiently potent to destroy a 

person. This is what these Jews were finally serving after two hours of 

stories!  He took one bite of the matzoh and horseradish and almost 

choked. This was too much. He would return to begging by the 

goyim! He got up from the table, kicked away his chair, and left the 

house in a rage. 
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 Meanwhile, his Jewish friend, having been schooled in 

Jewish tradition as a youth, waited patiently for the real meal, which 

he knew was coming. The lesson, explains the Breslover, is simple: A 

Jew knows (or at least should know) how to accept the bitterness of 

the world with patience and love. He knows that the true feast will 

follow later. We serve Hashem in all situations, under all 

circumstances, because we understand that they are all temporary. 

 We forget that we are nothing more than playing a part in 

the play called “life.” Each of us has a different role; some roles are 

fortunate at first, but change as the scenes unfold. Others, vice-versa. 

At the end, we all end up before the Heavenly Tribunal where we 

receive our due based upon the manner in which we have played our 

role. Some do better than others. It all depends upon our 

understanding of “our role.” Stories abound which extol the middos, 

attributes, of emunah and bitachon. The following is a classic from 

which a number of lessons may be gleaned. I will leave that part up to 

the reader.  

 By nature, Jewish people are giving, wanting to share their 

good fortune with others. Yosef was a wealthy man who was 

miserable, because he had no one with whom to share his wealth. He 

had no family. “What enduring charitable act can I make? What 

lasting accomplishment can I achieve?” he wondered. Finally, he 

came upon an original idea that was quite generous. He would look 

for a poor man who was so down on his luck that he had entirely 

given up hope. He searched and “interviewed” a number of down and 

out men, but each one had someone who was helping him. Finally, he 

met a man who looked like he was in seriously bad shape. “I have 

finally found someone who has no one,” he declared. Hearing this, the 

poor man responded, “Who says? Perhaps there is no one in this world 

who can help me, but there is Hashem Who helps all creatures. I 

certainly can rely upon Him! If you want someone who has given up 

all hope, go to the cemetery. That is a hopeless place!” 

 The man thought a moment and realized that it really was 

not a bad idea. He went to the cemetery and buried his large sack of 

money, so that it would remain hidden until he found someone whom 

he could help. Several years passed, and the man’s fortune reversed 

itself. All of his properties and investments had tanked. He was now 

penniless and destitute. He started thinking and remembered that he 

had buried a fortune in gold in the cemetery. He took a shovel and 

proceeded to the cemetery to retrieve what was his. 

 In the midst of his digging, he was apprehended by the 

police who claimed he was digging up stolen goods. It was difficult to 

prove otherwise, so he was taken to jail to await trial by the mayor. 

The mayor read the charges against him and asked, “Do you have 

anything to say for yourself?” Our hero began to recount his long 

story, how after being unable to find anyone to take his money, he 

buried it in the cemetery. He was digging up what was rightfully his. 

“I am aware that my story sounds far-fetched, but every word of it is 

true,” he said. 

 “Oh,” said the mayor, “I believe every word of your story. 

You do not recognize me, do you?” he asked. “Wait, now I know who 

you are,” the defendant said. “You are the poor man who told me to 

bury my money.” “You are correct,” said the mayor. “I hail from a 

distinguished lineage, and when the town’s mayor died, I was 

appointed to serve in his place. I am now a wealthy man. I told you 

that all one must do is place his trust in Hashem.” 

 The mayor invited Yosef to live with him in his mansion, an 

invitation which Yosef readily accepted. He had learned an invaluable 

lesson. A Jew is never alone. A Jew never gives up hope. We have 

Hashem to Whom we should daven for everything. Only He has the 

power to elevate a person from the lowest depths to the greatest 

heights – and vice versa. 

 

 ויקרבו ימי ישראל למות
And the days of the death of Yisrael drew near. (47:29) 

 The “days” of Yaakov’s death drew near.  A person does not 

die over a period of days; he dies in a moment. The Zohar wonders 

what is the meaning of the “days of death”? The Zohar explains that 

when the time for a person to pass from this world arrives, all of his 

days (which he has lived) are calculated and assessed. Each day that 

was spent in the service of Hashem, committed to mitzvah 

observance, Torah study and performance of acts of lovingkindness – 

is considered a day worthy of being counted. Other days, which are 

found lacking in these qualities, are isolated and not included in the 

“day count.” The days of the righteous, which the Torah aptly 

describes as days of “drawing near,” refer to those days that involve a 

connection with the Creator. Each and every one of these days is 

considered worthy of being presented to Hashem. 

 Each of us is granted a certain amount of time/days to spend 

on this world. We are to fill those days with mitzvos. Days filled with 

sin are discarded. They have no value; they are not worth saving. 

Furthermore, a wasted day is not wasted for one day – it is wasted 

forever, for eternity. There is a flipside to this. When a person utilizes 

a day properly to connect with Hashem, when his time is used wisely 

for the true purpose of his creation, it will be accredited to his eternal 

account in Olam Habba. 

 We can go through life merely existing, and at the end of the 

day, we will have nothing to show for our existence. A long life is not 

measured by age, but by how many actual days we have accrued. 

Living without accruing days is like earning money and allowing it to 

fritter away in the wind. 

 

 ואני נתתי לך שכם אחד על אחיך אשר לקחתי...בחרבי ובקשתי
And as for me, I have given you Shechem – one portion more than 

your brothers, which I took…with my sword and my bow. (48:22) 

 B’charbi u’b’kashti, with my sword and with my bow. Rashi 

interprets sword and bow as: sword – sharp wisdom; bow – prayer. 

Targum Onkelos translates it as tzalusi u’b’bausi; with my prayer is 

my supplication. Thus, Yaakov Avinu’s strength lies not in his 

physical prowess, but rather, in his spiritual potency. Yaakov’s prayer 

was much more effective than his physical strength. This is true for all 

of us. Our strength is in our spirituality. We vanquish the enemy with 

our supplications, not with our guns. Horav Shimon Pincus, zl, 

observes that during an eis tzarah, period of tribulation, when the 

numbers are against us and the enemy’s weapon is far more advanced 

than anything we have, we emerge triumphant because we have the 

power of prayer. Rav Pincus explains that Hashem runs towards us. 

As the Psalmist says, Imo anochi b’tzarah, “I am with him in his 

troubles.” Hashem shares with us the tzaar, pain and anguish. It may 

appear that we are running towards him, but, in essence, He is running 

towards us. A person travels in a car; it seems as if the buildings that 

he passes are moving towards him, while he stands still – when, in 

fact, it is the opposite. We think that we are running to Hashem, when, 

in fact, the moment that we turn to Him, He “comes running.”  

 We do not realize that Hashem is present, ready and willing 

to help. We do not ask, because we do not think. A chassid once came 

to Horav Mendel, zl, m’Kotzk, and lamented his bitter circumstances. 

“Rebbe,” he cried, “my cupboard is bare. I have a houseful of children 

and nothing to feed them.” He then broke down in bitter weeping. The 

Rebbe looked at him and said emphatically, “Pray to Hashem! He will 

sustain your family.” “But Rebbe,” the chassid cried, “I do not know 

how to pray.” “If this is the case,” retorted the Rebbe, “you have a 

greater problem than a lack of livelihood!!” 

 A Jew must be acutely aware that his success (as part of Am 

Yisrael) is through the medium of prayer. His “mouth” is his greatest 

and most effective tool for catalyzing salvation/deliverance. Yaakov 

Avinu alluded to the power of prayer and supplication. The Kotzker 

explains that the efficacy of a sword is determined by how the soldier 

prepares it prior to battle. He sharpens it razor sharp. Likewise, in 

order for the arrows to reach their distant target, the soldier’s bow 

must be prepared by tightening it. Prayer is no different. One must 

prepare himself prior to Tefillah. This is why the early Chassidim, 

pious Jews (Talmud Berachos 30A) put their minds and hearts in 

order, so that they could focus properly on the prayers before them. I 

guess this means that they did not just run in a minute before Barchu 

and leave after Kedushah. They took the time they spent speaking 

with Hashem seriously. 

 Ask someone who has just concluded Shemoneh Esrai, “Did 

you say Bircas Hashiveinu” (or whatever brachah), the response will 

most certainly be, “Probably.” The Baalei Mussar offer an insightful 

analogy to a fellow traveling in a wagon. At one point, the driver ties 

the reins around the horse that is pulling the wagon. The driver then 

proceeds to go to sleep. The bewildered passenger asks the driver, 

“What gives?” The driver’s response is: “Do not worry. The horse 
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knows the way. He knows when to stop for water. ‘We’ will get you 

to your destination in time.” Our davening is often like that of the 

horse who knows when to stop for water. When we finish “reading the 

words,” we know that davening is over; we have reached our 

destination. It is now time for water.   

 Everyone knows that tefillah is required as a tool for 

extricating oneself from a tzarah, trouble. When someone is in need of 

a refuah, healing, brachah, blessing, any form of yeshuah, he knows 

that tefillah is the address to which he should turn. It is the most 

effective medium for reaching Hashem, Who is the only responder. 

There is something else for which we must daven, something that 

might ruffle some readers’ sensibilities: I refer to the tefillos parents 

must offer that their children grow up in the Torah way and be a 

source of nachas to them, Klal Yisrael and Hashem – not necessarily 

in that order. Some parents might neither agree that this warrants 

serious tefillah, nor will they acquiesce that the qualities that Chazal 

consider important are to be the objectives of our prayer service. 

 The Mishnah Berurah (47:10) (quoted by Horav Matisyahu 

Solomon, Shlita) writes: “The tefillos of a father and mother should 

always be fluent in their mouths, davening that their children learn 

Torah, become tzaddikim, righteous people, and have good middos, 

character traits.” He then goes on to point out that one should 

especially concentrate during U’va’LeTzion when we say: Shelo niga 

larik v’lo neilad la’behalah, “In order that we should not toil in vain 

nor give birth to confusion.” 

 Parents are expected to be fluent because they are (or at least 

should be) constantly davening for their children. This, explains the 

Mashgiach, is at the very heart of success in chinuch. Tefillah! A 

faithful Jew understands that absolutely nothing is in his hands. He 

can – and should be – mishtadel, endeavor, but he must reiterate in his 

mind that only Hashem can affect the outcome. There is no kochi 

v’otzem yadi, “my power and the strength of my hand,” that sees the 

achievement through to fruition. If one understands this verity, then he 

will daven – and daven, for his children’s success. Parenting 

techniques are hishtadlus, but, at the end of the day, without tefillah, 

one does not show that he really cares.  

 When parents are successful in raising a beautiful family 

which gives them much Torah nachas, satisfaction, it is because they 

are the beneficiaries of Hashem’s blessing. Those who have missed 

achieving success, is because Hashem withheld the gift of success 

from them. They must ask, plead, beg for it. It is the most effective 

thing that they can do. 

 The Mashgiach underscores the necessary attitude one must 

have when davening for his children’s success. It must be as the 

Mishnah Berurah writes: “We should daven that our children learn 

Torah and will become tzaddikim and have good middos… so that we 

should not toil in vain nor give birth to confusion.” We must be 

infused with the feeling that if our children do not learn Torah, are not 

tzaddikim, do not have good middos, then something is very wrong. 

We have toiled in vain and given birth to confusion. These should be 

every parent’s goals. 

 So what if he does not learn Torah, or is not a tzaddik, or 

has not developed good middos? Parents who have this attitude have a 

problem that goes far beyond child-rearing. Their own commitment to 

Torah ideals are questionable. One who is frum, observant, follows 

halachah and does not concoct his own theory on what determines 

Jewish values. He follows tradition. The Mishnah Berurah paskens, 

renders the halachic basics, concerning childraising. This is what we 

should ascribe to. This is what we should adhere to. 

 The Chafetz Chaim did not become the spiritual leader of 

his generation overnight. It was the attitude and focus on the manner 

in which he was raised that set the trajectory for his spiritual 

evolvement. He would often talk about his mother’s siddur. The 

Chafetz Chaim’ s mother passed away when he was a young child. 

Many years later, someone brought to the Chafetz Chaim the siddur 

from which his mother had davened. The sage took the siddur in his 

trembling hands, kissed it and began to weep incessantly over it. “Can 

you imagine how many tefillos my mother davened and how many 

tears she shed, so that her young Yisrael Meir should grow?” 

 It all begins and ends with tefillah. Obviously, issues arise 

and interventions are necessary, but that is all part of hishtadlus. 

Without tefillah, first and last, one has nothing. 

                                                              

 שמעון ולוי אחים כלי חמס מכרתיהם ... ארור אפם כי עז ועברתם כי קשתה
Shimon and Levi are brothers; their weaponry is a stolen 

trade…Cursed is their wrath for it is intense and their age for it is 

harsh. (49:5,6) 

 The greatest blessing a parent (or anyone, for that matter) 

can confer upon a child is to tell him the truth about himself. If the 

subject of the blessing suffers from a shortcoming, his/her parent 

should note it and advise him/her about how to address the issues 

arising from this failing. Some parents and mentors shy away from 

relating the truth for fear of a negative reaction. This alone is proof 

that something is very wrong and should be addressed. Yaakov Avinu 

showed us the way, as he admonished his sons while he blessed them. 

After all, what value can a blessing have that ignores the negative 

character traits of the individual whom he is blessing? 

 Yaakov addressed each son individually, except when he 

spoke to Shimon and Levi, the two brothers who in the course of 

avenging their sister, Dinah, destroyed the captors and their entire 

city. Rashi observes that Yaakov did not curse them; rather, he cursed 

their failing. Horav Shlomo Wolbe, zl, relates that Horav Yeruchem 

Levovitz, zl, was once asked if it was permissible to disdain and even 

dislike a Jew who is unobservant. The Mashgiach replied that for most 

people, such behavior is prohibited, because the average person has 

difficulty distinguishing between the person (he dislikes) and the 

negative character traits which provide the reason for the animus. 

Hence, rather than hating the traits, he ends up hating the person, 

which is not permissible. Only a great person can make the distinction 

in order to hate the traits, while continuing to love the person who 

falls prey to his negative traits.  

 Rav Yeruchem was wont to embellish this thought. A 

person who is plagued by bad middos, deficient character traits, can 

be compared to a closet filled with pearls and diamonds in which a 

rotten apple is wedged in its center. Certainly no one who is in 

possession of his faculties would consider disposing of the millions of 

dollars worth of jewels just because a rotten apple is in the closet. Get 

rid of the apple! Keep the diamonds! Likewise, every individual has 

an intrinsically high value. Negative character traits should not be 

ignored, and, indeed, should be dealt with. They, however, do not 

diminish the positive value of the person. 

 If we internalize this concept, making it a part of our 

outlook on people, our whole attitude is apt to change. We are used to 

viewing a person’s value through the lens of his character 

deficiencies. Thus, if he is imperfect, our attitude towards him is 

likewise. We must look at the person, while simultaneously regarding 

his negative traits as qualities which we must address. It takes an 

astute educator, a loving parent, an individual endowed with common 

sense, to ignore the moldy apple in the middle of a closet of diamonds. 

In other words, it takes effort on the part of the judge of character – a 

commodity which is in serious deficiency. 

 

Va’ani Tefillah 

 V’sabeinu mituvecha. And satisfy us from Your– ושבענו מטובך

bounty. 

 Satisfaction is elusive for some people. In Pirkei Avos, the 

Tanna extols one who is sameach b’chelko, happy with his lot. This 

means that he does not determine financial success by how much he 

has accrued, but, rather, by what he has – period. He understands that 

he is blessed according to what Hashem has determined his needs are. 

Everyone receives from Hashem enough to meet his needs. Many of 

us are dissatisfied with just having our “needs” filled. We also want to 

satisfy our “wants.” It does not work that way. A truly wealthy person 

is a satisfied person. Thus, we ask Hashem to “satisfy us from Your 

bounty.” We should be tzufreeden, happy, with what we have, 

because that is what we need. First, we ask Hashem to give us; then 

we ask Him that what He gives us should satisfy us. We ask Him to 

grant us the ability to be happy with what we have. 

 In his Yaaros Devash, Horav Yehonasan Eibeshutz, zl, 

defines tuvecha, Your goodness/bounty, as that which Hashem 

considers good, a specific reference to kosher food. It is possible to err 

and ingest foods that are either actually not kosher or have come into 

our possession by means that are not kosher. We know that mistakes 
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occur. Therefore, we ask Hashem to watch that what comes into our 

mouth be food that is worthy of being consumed by a Jew. 
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No Sleeping and No Eating 

Rabbi Yochanan said, “One who makes an oath to not sleep for three 

days receives lashes, and he is permitted to sleep immediately.” 

This person has made a shevuat shav — a vain oath — since his 

words state that he is committing himself to something that is known 

to be impossible. (Rashi) In the words of the gemara above (21a): “A 

vain oath is when a person makes an oath to change that which is 

known to man [to be true]. He has transgressed the Torah prohibition: 

“You shall not take the name of the L-rd, your G-d, in vain… (Shemot 

20:7) And although he has transgressed a prohibition without an 

action, which normally does not lead to a punishment of lashes, the 

gemara explained above (21a) why this case is different. 

The gemara asks a question on Rabbi Yochanan’s statement from our 

mishna that teaches that the oath one makes “not to sleep” is a valid 

oath called a shevuat bitui. (Vayikra 5:4) The gemara answers that in 

Rabbi Yochanan’s case he explicitly states that he won’t sleep for 

“three days,” which is impossible, whereas the mishna’s case does not 

specify a time limit, and therefore his oath is to not sleep only as long 

as it is possible for him to stay awake. (Tiferet Yisrael) 

It is evident, however, that the gemara first thought that an oath “not 

to sleep” would mean “forever.” Based on this “first thought” Tosefot 

asks why the gemara didn’t pose this exact same question on the 

mishna above (19b) that teaches that an oath “not to eat” is a valid 

shevuat bitui. It should be an invalid shevuat shav — vain oath — 

since the phrase “not to eat” seems to imply “not to eat forever.” This 

is certainly impossible and not a valid oath. 

Tosefot offers two answers. One is that the gemara did not ask this 

question above because it was clear to the gemara that an oath “not to 

eat” is not to be mistaken to mean “not to eat forever,” unlike an oath 

“not to sleep” that could be understood as “not to sleep forever” — as 

the gemara first understood it on our daf. (Tosefot does not elaborate 

on why we would not mistakenly understand the case of not eating to 

mean “forever,” as opposed to our gemara mistakenly understanding 

not sleeping to mean “forever.”) 

The second answer given by Tosefot is that it is possible to understand 

the above mishna as speaking about a case of an oath “not to eat 

forever,” but is dealing with a very specific case of not eating a clearly 

designated loaf of bread that is in front of the person making the oath. 

The Ran discusses the status of an oath “not to eat for thirty days.” Is 

it similar to an oath “not to sleep for three days” — and therefore a 

vain oath — or not, and therefore a valid oath? He suggests that there 

is possibly a distinction between the two oaths, despite the fact that 

both scenarios are “impossible.” Although an oath not to sleep for 

three days is clearly “in vain,” perhaps an oath not to eat for thirty 

days is not “in vain.” An oath to not sleep for three days is in vain 

since the person will certainly sleep within three days. However, an 

oath not to eat for thirty days might obligate the person to refrain from 

eating only until his life is endangered, at which time the concept of 

pikuach nefesh — saving life — obligates him to eat, at least as much 

as necessary to sustain his life. 

The Ran also cites the ruling of the Rambam, who equates not eating 

and not sleeping, and rules that if a person made an oath not to eat for 

seven days (Laws of Oaths 5:20), the oath is in vain and invalid. The 

Ran concludes that despite the distinction between the two cases 

which he proposed, the halachic ruling is indeed in accordance with 

the Rambam, that neither oath is valid. However, unlike the Rambam 

who reasons that “not to eat for seven days” is impossible and 

therefore “in vain,” the Ran explains that this oath is invalid for a 

different reason. An oath to not eat for this time period is invalid, says 

the Ran, since these words constitute a commitment to starve himself 

to death, which is an “oath to transgress the words of the Torah” — to 

“guard yourselves very well…” (Dev. 4:15) — and is thereby an 

invalid oath. 
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